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The Reserve Bank of India is India's central banking institution, which controls the monetary policy 

of the Indian rupee. It commenced its operations on 1 April 1935 during the British Rule in accordance with 

the provisions of the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934. The original shar

100 each fully paid, which were initially owned entirely by private shareholders. Following India's 

independence on 15 August 1947, the RBI was nationalised on 1 January 1949.

The RBI plays an important part in the Deve

member bank of the Asian Clearing Union. The general superintendence and direction of the RBI is 

entrusted with the 21-member Central Board of Directors: the Governor, 4 Deputy Governors, 2 Finance 

Ministry representatives, 10 government

economy, and 4 directors to represent local boards headquartered at Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai and New 

Delhi. Each of these local boards consists of 5 members

co-operative and indigenous banks. 

The bank is also active in promoting financial inclusion policy and is a leading member of the 

Alliance for Financial Inclusion (AFI)

The Reserve Bank of India was f

First World War. The Reserve Bank of India was conceptualized based on the guidelines presented by Dr. 

Ambedkar to the "Royal Commission on Indian Currency & Finance” in 1925; Commission memb

DrB. R. Ambedkar’s book "The Problem of the Rupee

tool and the Central Legislative Assembly eventually passed these guidelines as the RBI Act 1934. The bank 

was set up based on the recommendat

also known as the Hilton–Young Commission. The original choice for the seal of RBI was The East India 

Company Double Mohur, with the sketch of the Lion and Palm Tree. However it was decided 

lion with the tiger, the national animal of India. The Preamble of the RBI describes its basic functions to 

regulate the issue of bank notes, keep reserves to secure monetary stability in India, and generally to operate 

the currency and credit system in the best interests of the country. The Central Office of the RBI was 

established in Calcutta (now Kolkata), but was moved to Bombay (now Mumbai) in 1937. The RBI also 

acted as Burma's central bank, except during the years of the Japanese occup

April 1947, even though Burma seceded from the Indian Union in 1937. After the Partition of India in 1947, 

the bank served as the central bank for Pakistan until June 1948 when the State Bank of Pakistan 

commenced operations. Though set up as a shareholders’ bank, the RBI has been fully owned by the 

Government of India since its nationalization in 1949.

The Central Board of Directors is the main committee of the Central Bank. The Government of India 

appoints the directors for a 4-year term. The Board consists of a Governor, and not more than 4 Deputy 

Governors, 4  Directors to represent the regional boards, 2 from the Ministry of Finance and 10 other 

directors from various fields. RBI wants to create a post of

work between the five of them(4 Deputy Governor and COO).

The bank is headed by the Governor and the post is currently held by economist Raghuram Rajan. 

There are 4 Deputy Governors H R Khan, Dr. Urjit Patel, 

Deputy Governors are traditionally from RBI ranks, and are selected from the Bank's Executive Directors. 

One is nominated from among the Chairpersons of public sector banks and the other is an economist.
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Functions 

• Financial Supervision 

• Regulator and supervisor of the financial system

• Managerial of exchange control

• Issue of currency 

• Banker's bank 

• Detection of fake currency 

• Developmental role 

Policy rates and reserve ratios 

Bank rate 

• RBI lends to the commercial banks 

demands and reserve requirements for long term. The interest rate the RBI charges the banks for this 

purpose is called bank rate. 

Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) 

• Every commercial bank has to keep cert

Consequent upon amendment to sub

securing the monetary stability in the country, RBI can prescribe Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) for 

scheduled banks without any floor rate or ceiling rate.

Statutory liquidity ratio (SLR) 

• Apart from the CRR, banks are required to maintain liquid assets in the form of gold, cash and 

approved securities. Higher liquidity ratio forces commercial banks to maintain a la

their resources in liquid form and thus reduces their capacity to grant loans and advances, thus it is 

an anti-inflationary impact. 

Repo Rate 

• Rate at which banks borrow money from RBI is called Repo Rate.

Reverse Repo Rate 

• Rate at which RBI borrow money from banks is called Repo Rate.

Major Financial Institutions of India

National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD)

It is an apex development bank in India, having headquarters in Mumbai and other branches are all over the 

country. The committee to review arrangements for institutional credit for agriculture and rural development 

(CRAFICARD), set up by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) under the chairmanship of Shri B. Sivaraman, 

conceived and recommended the establishment of N

(NABARD). It was established on 12 July 1982 by a special Act of parliament and its main focus was on 

upliftment of rural India by increasing the credit flow for elevation of agriculture & rural non farm s

and completed its 34 years on 1 Jan 2016. It has been entrusted with "matters concerning policy, planning 

and operations in the field of credit for agriculture and other economic activities in rural areas in India". RBI 

sold its stake in NABARD to the Government of India, which now holds 99% stake. NABARD is active in 
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Regulator and supervisor of the financial system 

Managerial of exchange control 

RBI lends to the commercial banks through its discount window to help the banks meet depositors' 

demands and reserve requirements for long term. The interest rate the RBI charges the banks for this 

Every commercial bank has to keep certain minimum cash reserves with 
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approved securities. Higher liquidity ratio forces commercial banks to maintain a la

their resources in liquid form and thus reduces their capacity to grant loans and advances, thus it is 

Rate at which banks borrow money from RBI is called Repo Rate. 
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conceived and recommended the establishment of National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development 

(NABARD). It was established on 12 July 1982 by a special Act of parliament and its main focus was on 

upliftment of rural India by increasing the credit flow for elevation of agriculture & rural non farm s

and completed its 34 years on 1 Jan 2016. It has been entrusted with "matters concerning policy, planning 

and operations in the field of credit for agriculture and other economic activities in rural areas in India". RBI 

e Government of India, which now holds 99% stake. NABARD is active in 
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through its discount window to help the banks meet depositors' 

demands and reserve requirements for long term. The interest rate the RBI charges the banks for this 

ain minimum cash reserves with Reserve Bank of India. 

Section 42(1), the Reserve Bank, having regard to the needs of 

securing the monetary stability in the country, RBI can prescribe Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) for 

Apart from the CRR, banks are required to maintain liquid assets in the form of gold, cash and 

approved securities. Higher liquidity ratio forces commercial banks to maintain a larger proportion of 

their resources in liquid form and thus reduces their capacity to grant loans and advances, thus it is 

It is an apex development bank in India, having headquarters in Mumbai and other branches are all over the 

ountry. The committee to review arrangements for institutional credit for agriculture and rural development 

(CRAFICARD), set up by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) under the chairmanship of Shri B. Sivaraman, 

ational Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development 
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and completed its 34 years on 1 Jan 2016. It has been entrusted with "matters concerning policy, planning 

and operations in the field of credit for agriculture and other economic activities in rural areas in India". RBI 

e Government of India, which now holds 99% stake. NABARD is active in 
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developing financial inclusion policy and is a member of the Alliance for Financial Inclusion.NABARD is 

the apex institution in the country which looks after the development of the cotta

and village industry, and other rural industries. NABARD also reaches out to allied economies and supports 

and promotes integrated development. NABARD discharge its duty by undertaking the following roles

1. Serves as an apex financing agency for the institutions providing investment and production credit 

for promoting the various developmental activities in rural areas

2. Takes measures towards institution building for improving absorptive capacity of the credit delivery 

system, including monitoring, formulation of rehabilitation schemes, restructuring of credit 

institutions, training of personnel, etc.

3. Co-ordinates the rural financing activities of all institutions engaged in developmental work at the 

field level and maintains liais

India (RBI) and other national level institutions concerned with policy formulation

4. Undertakes monitoring and evaluation of projects refinanced by it.

5. NABARD refinances the financial instituti

6. NABARD partakes in development of institutions which help the rural economy.

7. NABARD also keeps a check on its client institutes.

8. It regulates the institutions which provide financial help to the rural economy.

Small Industries Development Bank of India

Small Industries Development Bank of India is an independent financial institution aimed to aid the growth 

and development of micro, small and medium

through an act of parliament, it was incorporated initially as a wholly owned subsidiary of Industrial 

Development Bank of India. Currently the ownership is held by 33 Government of India owned / controlled 

institutions. Beginning as a refinancing agency to banks and s

to small industries, it has expanded its activities, including direct credit to the SME through 100 branches in 

all major industrial clusters in India. Besides, it has been playing the development role in 

as support to micro-finance institutions for capacity building and onlending. Recently it has opened seven 

branches christened as Micro Finance branches, aimed especially at dispensing loans up to 

• It is the Principal Financial In

Small and Medium Enterprise (MSME) sector and for Co

institutions engaged in similar activities.

• SIDBI has also floated several other entities for relat

Micro and Small Enterprises provides guarantees to banks for collateral

SIDBI Venture Capital Ltd. is a venture capital company focussed at SME. SME Rating Agency of 

India Ltd. (SMERA - provides composite ratings to SME. Another entity founded by SIDBI is 

ISARC - India SME Asset Reconstruction Company in 2009, as specialized entities for NPA 

resolution for SME. 

Securities and Exchange Board of India

The Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) is the regulator for the securities market in India. It was 

established in the year 1988 and given statutory powers on 12 April 1992 through the SEBI Act, 1992.

• It was established by The Government of India on 12 April 1988 and given 

with SEBI Act 1992 being passed by the Indian Parliament. SEBI has its headquarters at the business 

district of BandraKurla Complex in Mumbai, and has Northern, Eastern, Southern and Western 

Regional Offices in New Delhi, Kolkata, 

offices at Jaipur and Bangalore and is planning to open offices at Guwahati, Bhubaneshwar, Patna, 

Kochi and Chandigarh in Financial Year 2013 

• Controller of Capital Issues was the regulatory au

authority from the Capital Issues (Control) Act, 1947.
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and village industry, and other rural industries. NABARD also reaches out to allied economies and supports 

and promotes integrated development. NABARD discharge its duty by undertaking the following roles

ancing agency for the institutions providing investment and production credit 

for promoting the various developmental activities in rural areas 

Takes measures towards institution building for improving absorptive capacity of the credit delivery 

luding monitoring, formulation of rehabilitation schemes, restructuring of credit 

institutions, training of personnel, etc. 

ordinates the rural financing activities of all institutions engaged in developmental work at the 

field level and maintains liaison with Government of India, state governments, Reserve Bank of 

India (RBI) and other national level institutions concerned with policy formulation

Undertakes monitoring and evaluation of projects refinanced by it. 

NABARD refinances the financial institutions which finances the rural sector.

NABARD partakes in development of institutions which help the rural economy.

NABARD also keeps a check on its client institutes. 

It regulates the institutions which provide financial help to the rural economy.

ustries Development Bank of India 

Small Industries Development Bank of India is an independent financial institution aimed to aid the growth 

and development of micro, small and medium-scale enterprises (MSME) in India. Set up on April 2, 1990 

t of parliament, it was incorporated initially as a wholly owned subsidiary of Industrial 

Development Bank of India. Currently the ownership is held by 33 Government of India owned / controlled 

institutions. Beginning as a refinancing agency to banks and state level financial institutions for their credit 

to small industries, it has expanded its activities, including direct credit to the SME through 100 branches in 

all major industrial clusters in India. Besides, it has been playing the development role in 

finance institutions for capacity building and onlending. Recently it has opened seven 

branches christened as Micro Finance branches, aimed especially at dispensing loans up to 

It is the Principal Financial Institution for the Promotion, Financing and Development of the Micro, 

Small and Medium Enterprise (MSME) sector and for Co-ordination of the functions of the 

institutions engaged in similar activities. 

SIDBI has also floated several other entities for related activities. Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for 

Micro and Small Enterprises provides guarantees to banks for collateral-free loans extended to SME. 

SIDBI Venture Capital Ltd. is a venture capital company focussed at SME. SME Rating Agency of 

provides composite ratings to SME. Another entity founded by SIDBI is 

India SME Asset Reconstruction Company in 2009, as specialized entities for NPA 

Securities and Exchange Board of India 

of India (SEBI) is the regulator for the securities market in India. It was 

established in the year 1988 and given statutory powers on 12 April 1992 through the SEBI Act, 1992.

It was established by The Government of India on 12 April 1988 and given 

with SEBI Act 1992 being passed by the Indian Parliament. SEBI has its headquarters at the business 

district of BandraKurla Complex in Mumbai, and has Northern, Eastern, Southern and Western 

Regional Offices in New Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai and Ahmedabad respectively. It has opened local 

offices at Jaipur and Bangalore and is planning to open offices at Guwahati, Bhubaneshwar, Patna, 

Kochi and Chandigarh in Financial Year 2013 - 2014. 

Controller of Capital Issues was the regulatory authority before SEBI came into existence; it derived 

authority from the Capital Issues (Control) Act, 1947. 
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t of parliament, it was incorporated initially as a wholly owned subsidiary of Industrial 

Development Bank of India. Currently the ownership is held by 33 Government of India owned / controlled 

tate level financial institutions for their credit 

to small industries, it has expanded its activities, including direct credit to the SME through 100 branches in 

all major industrial clusters in India. Besides, it has been playing the development role in several ways such 

finance institutions for capacity building and onlending. Recently it has opened seven 

branches christened as Micro Finance branches, aimed especially at dispensing loans up to �5 lakh. 

stitution for the Promotion, Financing and Development of the Micro, 

ordination of the functions of the 

ed activities. Credit Guarantee Fund Trust for 

free loans extended to SME. 

SIDBI Venture Capital Ltd. is a venture capital company focussed at SME. SME Rating Agency of 

provides composite ratings to SME. Another entity founded by SIDBI is 

India SME Asset Reconstruction Company in 2009, as specialized entities for NPA 

of India (SEBI) is the regulator for the securities market in India. It was 

established in the year 1988 and given statutory powers on 12 April 1992 through the SEBI Act, 1992. 

It was established by The Government of India on 12 April 1988 and given statutory powers in 1992 

with SEBI Act 1992 being passed by the Indian Parliament. SEBI has its headquarters at the business 

district of BandraKurla Complex in Mumbai, and has Northern, Eastern, Southern and Western 

Chennai and Ahmedabad respectively. It has opened local 

offices at Jaipur and Bangalore and is planning to open offices at Guwahati, Bhubaneshwar, Patna, 
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• Initially SEBI was a non statutory body without any statutory power. However in 1995, the SEBI 

was given additional statutory power by the Government

Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992. In April 1988 the SEBI was constituted as the 

regulator of capital markets in India under a resolution of the Government of India.

The SEBI is managed by its members, w

1. The chairman who is nominated by Union Government of India.

2. Two members, i.e., Officers from Union Finance Ministry.

3. One member from the Reserve Bank of India.

4. The remaining five members are nominated by Union Government of Indi

shall be whole-time members.

The Preamble of the Securities and Exchange Board of India describes the basic functions of the Securities 

and Exchange Board of India as "...to protect the interests of investors in securities and

development of, and to regulate the securities market and for matters connected there with or incidental 

there to". 

SEBI has to be responsive to the needs of three groups, which constitute the market:

• The issuers of securities 

• The investors 

• The market intermediaries. 

SEBI has three functions rolled into one body: quasi

regulations in its legislative capacity, it conducts investigation and enforcement action in its executive 

function and it passes rulings and orders in its judicial capacity. Though this makes it very powerful, there is 

an appeal process to create accountability. There is a Securities Appellate Tribunal which is a three

tribunal and is headed by Mr. Justice J P D

appeal lies directly to the Supreme Court. SEBI has taken a very proactive role in streamlining disclosure 

requirements to international standards.

National Housing Bank 

National Housing Bank (NHB), a wholly owned subsidiary of Reserve Bank of India (RBI), was set up on 9 

July 1988 under the National Housing Bank Act, 1987. NHB is an apex financial institution for housing. 

NHB has been established with an objective to operate as a principal agency t

institutions both at local and regional levels and to provide financial and other support incidental to such 

institutions and for matters connected therewith.

• NHB registers, regulates and supervises Housing Finance Company (HFCs),

through On-site & Off-site Mechanisms and co

NHB has been established to achieve, inter

1. To promote a sound, healthy, viable and cost effective housing finance system to 

segments of the population and to integrate the housing finance system with the overall financial 

system. 

2. To promote a network of dedicated housing finance institutions to adequately serve various regions 

and different income groups. 

3. To augment resources for the sector and channelise them for housing.

4. To make housing credit more affordable.
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Initially SEBI was a non statutory body without any statutory power. However in 1995, the SEBI 

was given additional statutory power by the Government of India through an amendment to the 

Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992. In April 1988 the SEBI was constituted as the 

regulator of capital markets in India under a resolution of the Government of India.

The SEBI is managed by its members, which consists of following: 

The chairman who is nominated by Union Government of India. 

Two members, i.e., Officers from Union Finance Ministry. 

One member from the Reserve Bank of India. 

The remaining five members are nominated by Union Government of India, out of them at least three 

time members. 

The Preamble of the Securities and Exchange Board of India describes the basic functions of the Securities 

and Exchange Board of India as "...to protect the interests of investors in securities and

development of, and to regulate the securities market and for matters connected there with or incidental 

SEBI has to be responsive to the needs of three groups, which constitute the market:

SEBI has three functions rolled into one body: quasi-legislative, quasi-judicial and quasi

regulations in its legislative capacity, it conducts investigation and enforcement action in its executive 

and it passes rulings and orders in its judicial capacity. Though this makes it very powerful, there is 

an appeal process to create accountability. There is a Securities Appellate Tribunal which is a three

tribunal and is headed by Mr. Justice J P Devadhar, a former judge of the Bombay High Court. A second 

appeal lies directly to the Supreme Court. SEBI has taken a very proactive role in streamlining disclosure 

requirements to international standards. 
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segments of the population and to integrate the housing finance system with the overall financial 

To promote a network of dedicated housing finance institutions to adequately serve various regions 
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Initially SEBI was a non statutory body without any statutory power. However in 1995, the SEBI 

of India through an amendment to the 

Securities and Exchange Board of India Act, 1992. In April 1988 the SEBI was constituted as the 

regulator of capital markets in India under a resolution of the Government of India. 

a, out of them at least three 

The Preamble of the Securities and Exchange Board of India describes the basic functions of the Securities 

and Exchange Board of India as "...to protect the interests of investors in securities and to promote the 

development of, and to regulate the securities market and for matters connected there with or incidental 

SEBI has to be responsive to the needs of three groups, which constitute the market: 

judicial and quasi-executive. It drafts 

regulations in its legislative capacity, it conducts investigation and enforcement action in its executive 

and it passes rulings and orders in its judicial capacity. Though this makes it very powerful, there is 

an appeal process to create accountability. There is a Securities Appellate Tribunal which is a three-member 

evadhar, a former judge of the Bombay High Court. A second 

appeal lies directly to the Supreme Court. SEBI has taken a very proactive role in streamlining disclosure 

, a wholly owned subsidiary of Reserve Bank of India (RBI), was set up on 9 

July 1988 under the National Housing Bank Act, 1987. NHB is an apex financial institution for housing. 

o promote housing finance 

institutions both at local and regional levels and to provide financial and other support incidental to such 

NHB registers, regulates and supervises Housing Finance Company (HFCs), keeps surveillance 

ordinates with other Regulators. 

To promote a sound, healthy, viable and cost effective housing finance system to cater to all 

segments of the population and to integrate the housing finance system with the overall financial 

To promote a network of dedicated housing finance institutions to adequately serve various regions 
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5. To regulate the activities of housing finance companies based on regulatory and supervisory 

authority derived under the Act.

6. To encourage augmentation of su

to upgrade the housing stock in the country.

7. To encourage public agencies to emerge as facilitators and suppliers of serviced land, for housing.

Exim Bank (India) 

Export-Import Bank of India is the premier export finance institution in India, established in 1982 under the 

Export-Import Bank of India Act 1981. Since its inception, Exim Bank of India has been both a catalyst and 

a key player in the promotion of cross border trade and investmen

of export credit, like other Export Credit Agencies in the world, Exim Bank of India has, over the period, 

evolved into an institution that plays a major role in partnering Indian industries, particularly the Small an

Medium Enterprises, in their globalisation efforts, through a wide range of products and services offered at 

all stages of the business cycle, starting from import of technology and export product development to 

export production, export marketing, pre

• Exim Bank is managed by a Board of Directors, which has representatives from the Government, 

Reserve Bank of India, Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of India, a financial institution, public 

sector banks, and the business community.

The Bank's functions are segmented into several operating groups including:

• Corporate Banking Group which handles a variety of financing programmes for Export Oriented 

Units (EOUs), Importers, and overseas investment by India

• Project Finance / Trade Finance Group handles the entire range of export credit services such as 

supplier's credit, pre-shipment Agriculture Business Group, to spearhead the initiative to promote 

and support Agricultural exports. The Group han

agricultural sector for financing.

• Small and Medium Enterprise: The group handles credit proposals from SMEs under various lending 

programmes of the Bank. 

• Export Services Group offers variety of advisory and val

investment promotion. 

• Export Marketing Services Bank offers assistance to Indian companies, to enable them establish their 

products in overseas markets. The idea behind this service is to promote Indian export. Export

Marketing Services covers wide range of export oriented companies and organizations. EMS group 

also covers Project exports and Export of Services.

• Besides these, the Support Services groups, which include: Research & Planning, Treasury and 

Accounts, Loan Administration, Internal Audit, Management Information Services, Information 

Technology, Legal, Human Resources Management and Corporate Communications.

IDBI Bank 

IDBI Bank is an Indian government

Development Bank of India, headquartered in Mumbai, India. It was established in 1964 by an Act of 

Parliament to provide credit and other financial facilities for the development of the fledgling Indian 

industry. 

• It is currently 10th largest development

branches, including one overseas branch at Dubai, and 1285 centers, including two overseas centres 

at Singapore & Beijing. It is one of 27 commercial banks owned by the Government of India.

• The Bank has an aggregate balance sheet size of INR 3.56

• The Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) was established in 1964 under an Act of 

Parliament as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Reserve Bank of India. In 1976, the owner
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To regulate the activities of housing finance companies based on regulatory and supervisory 

authority derived under the Act. 

To encourage augmentation of supply of buildable land and also building materials for housing and 

to upgrade the housing stock in the country. 

To encourage public agencies to emerge as facilitators and suppliers of serviced land, for housing.

a is the premier export finance institution in India, established in 1982 under the 

Import Bank of India Act 1981. Since its inception, Exim Bank of India has been both a catalyst and 

a key player in the promotion of cross border trade and investment. Commencing operations as a purveyor 

of export credit, like other Export Credit Agencies in the world, Exim Bank of India has, over the period, 

evolved into an institution that plays a major role in partnering Indian industries, particularly the Small an

Medium Enterprises, in their globalisation efforts, through a wide range of products and services offered at 

all stages of the business cycle, starting from import of technology and export product development to 

export production, export marketing, pre-shipment and post-shipment and overseas investment.

Exim Bank is managed by a Board of Directors, which has representatives from the Government, 

Reserve Bank of India, Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of India, a financial institution, public 

s, and the business community. 

The Bank's functions are segmented into several operating groups including: 

Corporate Banking Group which handles a variety of financing programmes for Export Oriented 

Units (EOUs), Importers, and overseas investment by Indian companies. 

Project Finance / Trade Finance Group handles the entire range of export credit services such as 

shipment Agriculture Business Group, to spearhead the initiative to promote 

and support Agricultural exports. The Group handles projects and export transactions in the 

agricultural sector for financing. 

Small and Medium Enterprise: The group handles credit proposals from SMEs under various lending 

Export Services Group offers variety of advisory and value-added information services aimed at 

Export Marketing Services Bank offers assistance to Indian companies, to enable them establish their 

products in overseas markets. The idea behind this service is to promote Indian export. Export

Marketing Services covers wide range of export oriented companies and organizations. EMS group 

also covers Project exports and Export of Services. 

Besides these, the Support Services groups, which include: Research & Planning, Treasury and 

Administration, Internal Audit, Management Information Services, Information 

Technology, Legal, Human Resources Management and Corporate Communications.

IDBI Bank is an Indian government-owned financial service company, formerly known as Industri

Development Bank of India, headquartered in Mumbai, India. It was established in 1964 by an Act of 

Parliament to provide credit and other financial facilities for the development of the fledgling Indian 

It is currently 10th largest development bank in the world in terms of reach, with 3000 ATMs, 1746 

branches, including one overseas branch at Dubai, and 1285 centers, including two overseas centres 

at Singapore & Beijing. It is one of 27 commercial banks owned by the Government of India.

k has an aggregate balance sheet size of INR 3.56 trillion as on 31 March 2015.

The Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) was established in 1964 under an Act of 

Parliament as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Reserve Bank of India. In 1976, the owner
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To regulate the activities of housing finance companies based on regulatory and supervisory 

pply of buildable land and also building materials for housing and 

To encourage public agencies to emerge as facilitators and suppliers of serviced land, for housing. 

a is the premier export finance institution in India, established in 1982 under the 

Import Bank of India Act 1981. Since its inception, Exim Bank of India has been both a catalyst and 

t. Commencing operations as a purveyor 

of export credit, like other Export Credit Agencies in the world, Exim Bank of India has, over the period, 

evolved into an institution that plays a major role in partnering Indian industries, particularly the Small and 

Medium Enterprises, in their globalisation efforts, through a wide range of products and services offered at 

all stages of the business cycle, starting from import of technology and export product development to 

shipment and overseas investment. 

Exim Bank is managed by a Board of Directors, which has representatives from the Government, 

Reserve Bank of India, Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of India, a financial institution, public 

Corporate Banking Group which handles a variety of financing programmes for Export Oriented 

Project Finance / Trade Finance Group handles the entire range of export credit services such as 

shipment Agriculture Business Group, to spearhead the initiative to promote 

dles projects and export transactions in the 

Small and Medium Enterprise: The group handles credit proposals from SMEs under various lending 

added information services aimed at 

Export Marketing Services Bank offers assistance to Indian companies, to enable them establish their 

products in overseas markets. The idea behind this service is to promote Indian export. Export 

Marketing Services covers wide range of export oriented companies and organizations. EMS group 

Besides these, the Support Services groups, which include: Research & Planning, Treasury and 

Administration, Internal Audit, Management Information Services, Information 

Technology, Legal, Human Resources Management and Corporate Communications. 

owned financial service company, formerly known as Industrial 

Development Bank of India, headquartered in Mumbai, India. It was established in 1964 by an Act of 

Parliament to provide credit and other financial facilities for the development of the fledgling Indian 

bank in the world in terms of reach, with 3000 ATMs, 1746 

branches, including one overseas branch at Dubai, and 1285 centers, including two overseas centres 

at Singapore & Beijing. It is one of 27 commercial banks owned by the Government of India. 

trillion as on 31 March 2015. 

The Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) was established in 1964 under an Act of 

Parliament as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Reserve Bank of India. In 1976, the ownership of 
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IDBI was transferred to the Government of India and it was made the principal financial institution 

for coordinating the activities of institutions engaged in financing, promoting and developing 

industry in India. IDBI provided financial assistance

field projects as also for expansion, modernisation and diversification purposes. In the wake of 

financial sector reforms unveiled by the government since 1992, IDBI also provided indirect 

financial assistance by way of refinancing of loans extended by State

banks and by way of rediscounting of bills of exchange arising out of sale of indigenous machinery 

on deferred payment terms. 

• After the public issue of IDBI in July 1995,

from 100% to 75%. 

• IDBI played a pioneering role, particularly in the pre

based industrial development in India in keeping with its Government

banking’ charter. 

• Some of the institutions built with the support of IDBI are the Securities and Exchange Board of 

India (SEBI), National Stock Exchange of India (NSE), the National Securities Depository Limited 

(NSDL), the Stock Holding Corporation of In

Ltd, the Exim Bank (India), the Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) and the 

Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India.

• Mutual fund is a combined investment. the group of 

UTI AMC is the oldest mutual fund company in India. There is a fund manager to decides the 

investments of funds. Profit or loss is equally distributed in investors.

• Index fund :- It is a fund for the investors who do not need a direct call for a share.

• Diversified scheme:-  This fund is for those who do not want to invest in a special sector.

• Open ended and close ended fund :

can enter or exit in open ended fund anytime.

• Balanced Fund :-  Balanced fund is called hybrid fund. There is a very less rick in these funds.

• Growth fund:- Maximum benefit can be obtained by these funds. There is more rick in these funds 

due to high profit margin. 

• Value fund:- These funds prefers security. It's aim is to secure invested money.

• The first introduction of a mutual fund in India occurred in 1963, when the Government of India 

launched Unit Trust of India (UTI). Until 1987

market. Then a host of other government

own funds. These included State Bank of India, Canara Bank, and Punjab National Bank. This 

market was made open to private players in 1993, as a result of the historic constitutional 

amendments brought forward by the then Congress

Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization (LPG). The first private sector fund to o

India was Kothari Pioneer, which later merged with Franklin Templeton. In 1996, SEBI, the 

regulator of mutual funds in India, formulated the Mutual Fund Regulation which is a comprehensive 

regulatory framework.Income from MFs could take two forms

• A cheque is an unconditional order addressed to a banker,signed by the person who

money with a banker, requesting him to pay on demand a certain sum of

certain person or to the bearer of the instrument.
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IDBI was transferred to the Government of India and it was made the principal financial institution 

for coordinating the activities of institutions engaged in financing, promoting and developing 

industry in India. IDBI provided financial assistance, both in rupee and foreign currencies, for green

field projects as also for expansion, modernisation and diversification purposes. In the wake of 

financial sector reforms unveiled by the government since 1992, IDBI also provided indirect 

nce by way of refinancing of loans extended by State-level financial institutions and 

banks and by way of rediscounting of bills of exchange arising out of sale of indigenous machinery 

After the public issue of IDBI in July 1995, the Government shareholding in the Bank came down 

IDBI played a pioneering role, particularly in the pre-reform era (1964

based industrial development in India in keeping with its Government

Some of the institutions built with the support of IDBI are the Securities and Exchange Board of 

India (SEBI), National Stock Exchange of India (NSE), the National Securities Depository Limited 

(NSDL), the Stock Holding Corporation of India Limited (SHCIL), the Credit Analysis & Research 

Ltd, the Exim Bank (India), the Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) and the 

Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India. 

Mutual fund 

Mutual fund is a combined investment. the group of investors invest in Securities for a short period. 

UTI AMC is the oldest mutual fund company in India. There is a fund manager to decides the 

investments of funds. Profit or loss is equally distributed in investors. 

• Types of Mutual funds 
s a fund for the investors who do not need a direct call for a share.

This fund is for those who do not want to invest in a special sector.

Open ended and close ended fund :- Close ended funds can not issue a new unit except bonus. On

can enter or exit in open ended fund anytime. 

Balanced fund is called hybrid fund. There is a very less rick in these funds.

Maximum benefit can be obtained by these funds. There is more rick in these funds 

These funds prefers security. It's aim is to secure invested money.

• Mutual fund in India 
The first introduction of a mutual fund in India occurred in 1963, when the Government of India 

launched Unit Trust of India (UTI). Until 1987, UTI enjoyed a monopoly in the Indian mutual fund 

market. Then a host of other government-controlled Indian financial companies came up with their 

own funds. These included State Bank of India, Canara Bank, and Punjab National Bank. This 

pen to private players in 1993, as a result of the historic constitutional 

amendments brought forward by the then Congress-led government under the existing regime of 

Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization (LPG). The first private sector fund to o

India was Kothari Pioneer, which later merged with Franklin Templeton. In 1996, SEBI, the 

regulator of mutual funds in India, formulated the Mutual Fund Regulation which is a comprehensive 

regulatory framework.Income from MFs could take two forms—dividends and capital gains.

 

CHEQUES 

A cheque is an unconditional order addressed to a banker,signed by the person who

money with a banker, requesting him to pay on demand a certain sum of money only to the order of 

bearer of the instrument. 
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IDBI was transferred to the Government of India and it was made the principal financial institution 

for coordinating the activities of institutions engaged in financing, promoting and developing 

, both in rupee and foreign currencies, for green-

field projects as also for expansion, modernisation and diversification purposes. In the wake of 

financial sector reforms unveiled by the government since 1992, IDBI also provided indirect 

level financial institutions and 

banks and by way of rediscounting of bills of exchange arising out of sale of indigenous machinery 

the Government shareholding in the Bank came down 

reform era (1964–91), in catalyzing broad 

based industrial development in India in keeping with its Government-ordained ‘development 

Some of the institutions built with the support of IDBI are the Securities and Exchange Board of 

India (SEBI), National Stock Exchange of India (NSE), the National Securities Depository Limited 

dia Limited (SHCIL), the Credit Analysis & Research 

Ltd, the Exim Bank (India), the Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) and the 

investors invest in Securities for a short period. 

UTI AMC is the oldest mutual fund company in India. There is a fund manager to decides the 

s a fund for the investors who do not need a direct call for a share. 

This fund is for those who do not want to invest in a special sector. 

Close ended funds can not issue a new unit except bonus. One 

Balanced fund is called hybrid fund. There is a very less rick in these funds. 

Maximum benefit can be obtained by these funds. There is more rick in these funds 

These funds prefers security. It's aim is to secure invested money. 

The first introduction of a mutual fund in India occurred in 1963, when the Government of India 

, UTI enjoyed a monopoly in the Indian mutual fund 

controlled Indian financial companies came up with their 

own funds. These included State Bank of India, Canara Bank, and Punjab National Bank. This 

pen to private players in 1993, as a result of the historic constitutional 

led government under the existing regime of 

Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization (LPG). The first private sector fund to operate in 

India was Kothari Pioneer, which later merged with Franklin Templeton. In 1996, SEBI, the 

regulator of mutual funds in India, formulated the Mutual Fund Regulation which is a comprehensive 

dividends and capital gains. 

A cheque is an unconditional order addressed to a banker,signed by the person who has deposited 

money only to the order of 
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•  Bearer Cheque 
• Bearer cheque are the cheques which are to be withdrawn to the cheque's owner. These types of 

Cheques are normally used for cash transaction.

• Order Cheque 
• Order cheque is the cheque which is 

withdrawn). Before withdrawn to that payee, banks cross check the identity of the payee.

• Crossed Cheque 
• On that type of cheques two parallel line made on the upper part of the cheques, then that cheque

formed to crossed cheques. This type of cheques payment does not formed in cash while the payment 

of that type of cheques transferred to the payee account and the normal person's account who 

recommend by the holder on the cheque.

• Account Payee Cheque 
• When two parallel lines along with a crossed made on the cheque and the word 'ACCOUNT PAYEE' 

written between these lines, then that types of cheques are called account payee cheque. The 

payment of the account payee cheque taken place on the person,firm or com

cheque issue. 

•  Company Crossed Cheques

• When two parallel lines along with a crossed made on the cheque and the word 'COMPANY' written 

between these lines, then that types of cheques are called company crossed cheques. That type of 

withdrawn does not taken in cash while the person on which the cheque issue, transferred on its 

account. Normally crossed cheque and company crossed cheque are same.

• Stale Cheque 
• If any cheque issue by a holder does not get withdrawn from the bank till three

type of cheques are called stale cheque.

• Post Dated Cheque 
• If any cheque issued by a holder to the payee for the upcoming withdrawn date,then that type of 

cheques are called postdated cheque.

• Traveller’s Cheques  
•  It is an instrument issued by a bank for remittance of money from one place to another.

Some Working Groups & Committees by RBI & Their concerned Area

• Committee on Financial Sector Assessment: 

• High Level Committee on Estimation of Savings and Investment: 

• Task Force For Diamond Sector:

• Technical Advisory Group on Development of Housing Start

Kundu 
• Working Group on Benchmark Prime Lending Rate (BPLR): 

• Working Group on Surveys: Deepak Mohanty

• High Level Committee to Review Lead Bank Scheme: 

• Working Group to Review the Business Correspondent Model: 

• High Level Group on Systems and Procedures for Currency Distribution: 

• Working Group on IT support for Urban Cooperative Banks: 

• Working Group on Rehabilitation of Sick SMEs: 

• Working Group To Suggest Measures To Assist Distressed Farmers: 

• Working Group on Compilation of State Go

• Working Group on Cost of NRI Remittances: 

• Committee on Financial Sector Plan for North Eastern Region: 

• Working Group on RRBs: Shri A V Sardesai

• Internal Group to Review Guidelines on Credit 

• Group on Model Fiscal Responsibility Legislation at State Level: 

• Task Force on Revival of Cooperative Credit Institutions: 
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• TYPES OF CHEQUES 

Bearer cheque are the cheques which are to be withdrawn to the cheque's owner. These types of 

Cheques are normally used for cash transaction. 

Order cheque is the cheque which is withdrawn for the payee(the person, for whom

withdrawn). Before withdrawn to that payee, banks cross check the identity of the payee.

On that type of cheques two parallel line made on the upper part of the cheques, then that cheque

formed to crossed cheques. This type of cheques payment does not formed in cash while the payment 

of that type of cheques transferred to the payee account and the normal person's account who 

recommend by the holder on the cheque. 

n two parallel lines along with a crossed made on the cheque and the word 'ACCOUNT PAYEE' 

written between these lines, then that types of cheques are called account payee cheque. The 

payment of the account payee cheque taken place on the person,firm or com

Company Crossed Cheques 
When two parallel lines along with a crossed made on the cheque and the word 'COMPANY' written 

between these lines, then that types of cheques are called company crossed cheques. That type of 

thdrawn does not taken in cash while the person on which the cheque issue, transferred on its 

account. Normally crossed cheque and company crossed cheque are same. 

If any cheque issue by a holder does not get withdrawn from the bank till three

type of cheques are called stale cheque. 

If any cheque issued by a holder to the payee for the upcoming withdrawn date,then that type of 

cheques are called postdated cheque. 

ued by a bank for remittance of money from one place to another.

Some Working Groups & Committees by RBI & Their concerned Area

Committee on Financial Sector Assessment: Dr. Rakesh Mohan 

High Level Committee on Estimation of Savings and Investment: Dr. C. Rangarajan

Task Force For Diamond Sector: A K Bera 

Technical Advisory Group on Development of Housing Start-Up Index in India: 

Working Group on Benchmark Prime Lending Rate (BPLR): Deepak Mohanty

Deepak Mohanty 

High Level Committee to Review Lead Bank Scheme: Usha Thorat 

Working Group to Review the Business Correspondent Model: P Vijaya Bhaskar Rao

High Level Group on Systems and Procedures for Currency Distribution: Usha Thorat

Working Group on IT support for Urban Cooperative Banks: R Gandhi  

Working Group on Rehabilitation of Sick SMEs: Dr. K. C. Chakrabarty 

Working Group To Suggest Measures To Assist Distressed Farmers: Shri. S. S. Johl

Working Group on Compilation of State Government Liabilities: Dr. N.D. Jadhav

Working Group on Cost of NRI Remittances: P. K. Pain 

Committee on Financial Sector Plan for North Eastern Region: Smt. Usha Thorat

Shri A V Sardesai 

Internal Group to Review Guidelines on Credit Flow to SME Sector: Shri C.S.Murthy

Group on Model Fiscal Responsibility Legislation at State Level: Shri H R Khan

Task Force on Revival of Cooperative Credit Institutions: Prof.A.Vaidyanathan
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Bearer cheque are the cheques which are to be withdrawn to the cheque's owner. These types of 

withdrawn for the payee(the person, for whom cheque is 

withdrawn). Before withdrawn to that payee, banks cross check the identity of the payee. 

On that type of cheques two parallel line made on the upper part of the cheques, then that cheques 

formed to crossed cheques. This type of cheques payment does not formed in cash while the payment 

of that type of cheques transferred to the payee account and the normal person's account who 

n two parallel lines along with a crossed made on the cheque and the word 'ACCOUNT PAYEE' 

written between these lines, then that types of cheques are called account payee cheque. The 

payment of the account payee cheque taken place on the person,firm or company on which name the 

When two parallel lines along with a crossed made on the cheque and the word 'COMPANY' written 

between these lines, then that types of cheques are called company crossed cheques. That type of 

thdrawn does not taken in cash while the person on which the cheque issue, transferred on its 

 

If any cheque issue by a holder does not get withdrawn from the bank till three months, then that 

If any cheque issued by a holder to the payee for the upcoming withdrawn date,then that type of 

ued by a bank for remittance of money from one place to another. 

Some Working Groups & Committees by RBI & Their concerned Area 

Rangarajan 

Up Index in India: Prof. Amitabh 

Deepak Mohanty 

P Vijaya Bhaskar Rao 

Usha Thorat 

 

Shri. S. S. Johl 

Dr. N.D. Jadhav 

Smt. Usha Thorat 

Shri C.S.Murthy 

Shri H R Khan 
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• Working Group on Screen Based Trading In Government Securities:

• Report on Monitoring of Financial Conglomerates: Smt. Shyamala Gopinath

• Working Group on Development Financial Institutions: 

• Advisory Committee on Flow of Credit to Agriculture: 

• Working Group on Flow of Credit 

• Group to Study the Pension Liabilities of the State Governments: 

• Rupee Interest Rate Derivatives: 

• Working Group on Instruments of Sterilisation: 

• Working Group on Cheque Truncation and E

• ED Working Group on Introduction of Credit Derivatives in India: 

• Working Group on Rupee Derivatives: 

• Committee on Computer Audit: 

• Committee on Payment Systems: 

• Review Group on The Working of The Local Area Bank Scheme 

• Technical Group on Statistics of International Trade in Services: 

• Working Group on Electronic Money: 

• Working Group on Economic In

• Information systems audit policy for the banking and financial sector: 

• The Expert Committee on Legal Aspects of Bank Frauds: 

• The Standing Committee on International Financial Standards and Codes Standing Committee on 

International Financial Standards and Codes: 

• Internal Group to Review the Guidelines Relating to Commercial Paper: 

• High Power Committee on Urban Cooperative Banks: 

• Committee for Redesigning of Financial Statements of Non

V.S.N. Murthy 
• Working Group on Restructuring Weak Public Sector Banks: 

• Committee on Technology Upgradatio

• Working Group of EURO: Shri V. Subrahmanyam

• Vaghul Committee: Mutual Fund Scheme

• P Selvam Committee: Non Performing Assets Of Banks

• A C Shah Committee: NBFC

RTGS: Real Time Gross Settlement

It is a centralized payment system, through which interbank payment instructions are processed and settled 

on GROSS basis, In REAL TIME. It simply means that the transactions are settled as they happen.

• Minimum amount is Rs. 2 lac and there is no limit to maximum amount.

• A ‘service charge’ is charged by the banks for outwards transactions (making an RTGS) and nil for 

inwards transactions (receiving an RTGS).

• RTGS is used by banks to settle their inter

value transactions. 

• It uses INFINET (Indian Financial Network) platform to operate.

NEFT: National Electronic Funds Transfer

It is a nation-wide funds transfer system which facilitates fund transfer from any bank’s branch to any other 

bank’s branch. 

The difference between NEFT and RTGS

basis whereas RTGS is real time and gross settlement.
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Working Group on Screen Based Trading In Government Securities: Dr.R.H.Patil

Report on Monitoring of Financial Conglomerates: Smt. Shyamala Gopinath

Working Group on Development Financial Institutions: Shri N. Sadasivan

Advisory Committee on Flow of Credit to Agriculture: Prof.V.S.Vyas 

Working Group on Flow of Credit to SSI Sector: Dr.A.S. Ganguly 

Group to Study the Pension Liabilities of the State Governments: B. K. Bhattacharya

Rupee Interest Rate Derivatives: Shri G. Padmanabhan 

Working Group on Instruments of Sterilisation: Smt. Usha Thorat 

Truncation and E-cheques: Dr. Barman 

ED Working Group on Introduction of Credit Derivatives in India: Shri B. Mahapatra

Working Group on Rupee Derivatives: Shri Jaspal Bindra 

Committee on Computer Audit: Shri A.L. Narasimhan 

Committee on Payment Systems: Dr R H Patil 

Review Group on The Working of The Local Area Bank Scheme Shri G.Ramachandran

Technical Group on Statistics of International Trade in Services: Shri Deepak Mohanty

Working Group on Electronic Money: Mr.Zarir J. Cama 

Working Group on Economic Indicators Dr. R.B. Barman 

Information systems audit policy for the banking and financial sector: Dr. R.B.Burman

The Expert Committee on Legal Aspects of Bank Frauds: Dr.N.L. Mitra 

The Standing Committee on International Financial Standards and Codes Standing Committee on 

International Financial Standards and Codes: Dr. Y.V. Reddy 

Internal Group to Review the Guidelines Relating to Commercial Paper: Dr.Y.V. Reddy

on Urban Cooperative Banks: Shri Madhav Rao 

Committee for Redesigning of Financial Statements of Non-Banking Financial Companies: 

Working Group on Restructuring Weak Public Sector Banks: Shri M.S.Verma

Committee on Technology Upgradation in the Banking Sector: DrA.Vasudevan

Shri V. Subrahmanyam 

Mutual Fund Scheme 

Non Performing Assets Of Banks 

NBFC 

RTGS: Real Time Gross Settlement 

system, through which interbank payment instructions are processed and settled 

on GROSS basis, In REAL TIME. It simply means that the transactions are settled as they happen.

Minimum amount is Rs. 2 lac and there is no limit to maximum amount. 

charge’ is charged by the banks for outwards transactions (making an RTGS) and nil for 

inwards transactions (receiving an RTGS). 

RTGS is used by banks to settle their inter-bank account transactions as well as customer’s high 

FINET (Indian Financial Network) platform to operate. 

NEFT: National Electronic Funds Transfer 

wide funds transfer system which facilitates fund transfer from any bank’s branch to any other 

The difference between NEFT and RTGS is that NEFT settlements happen in batches, and on net settlement 

basis whereas RTGS is real time and gross settlement. 
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Banking Financial Companies: Shri 

Shri M.S.Verma 
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wide funds transfer system which facilitates fund transfer from any bank’s branch to any other 

is that NEFT settlements happen in batches, and on net settlement 
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• Net Settlement means, that transaction pertaining to a particular bank branches are kept on hold and 

accumulated and then processed 

incoming or outgoing transfer.

• There is no limit to minimum/maximum transaction value.

• NEFT cannot be used for foreign remittances.

AEPS: AADHAR Enabled Payment System

It is a payment system which uses Aadhar card number and an individual’ son line UIDAI authentication, 

which are linked to a customer’s Bank account. A customer will have to register his/her Aadhar number to 

their existing bank account, provided their bank is AEPS enabled.

• Through AEPS, customer can withdraw or deposit cash, make balance enquiry, and transfer funds.

• The maximum amount of transaction per account per day is Rs.50,000.

• These transactions are normally conducted by Business Correspondents (BCs)service centers.

MTSS: Money Transfer Service Scheme

It is a system of money transfer for transferring personal remittances from abroad to beneficiaries in India.

• Through this only inward remittances into India are permissible. No outward remittance allowed.

• A maximum of Rs.50,000 can be remitted inwards as per the money value. And a maximum of 30 

transactions per calendar year.

Nepal Remittance Scheme 

It is a cross-border one-way remittance facility scheme for remittance from India to Nepal.

Maximum amount remittance is INR 50,00

White Label ATM 

White Label ATMs are those ATMs which set up, owned and operated by non

been incorporated under Companies Act 1956, and after obtaining RBI’s appro

Brown Label ATMs 

These ATMs are owned and maintained by service provider whereas bank whose brand is used on ATM 

takes care of cash management and network connectivity.

Online ATM 

These ATMs are connected to the bank’s database at all times and 

withdrawal limits and account balances are constantly monitored by the bank.

Offline ATM 

These ATMs are not connected to bank’s database

you can withdraw that amount irrespective of the balance in your account.
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Net Settlement means, that transaction pertaining to a particular bank branches are kept on hold and 

accumulated and then processed together in a batch with the ‘net’ amount, which would either be 

incoming or outgoing transfer. 

There is no limit to minimum/maximum transaction value. 

NEFT cannot be used for foreign remittances. 

AEPS: AADHAR Enabled Payment System 

which uses Aadhar card number and an individual’ son line UIDAI authentication, 

which are linked to a customer’s Bank account. A customer will have to register his/her Aadhar number to 

their existing bank account, provided their bank is AEPS enabled. 

gh AEPS, customer can withdraw or deposit cash, make balance enquiry, and transfer funds.

The maximum amount of transaction per account per day is Rs.50,000. 

These transactions are normally conducted by Business Correspondents (BCs)service centers.

oney Transfer Service Scheme 

It is a system of money transfer for transferring personal remittances from abroad to beneficiaries in India.

Through this only inward remittances into India are permissible. No outward remittance allowed.

0 can be remitted inwards as per the money value. And a maximum of 30 

transactions per calendar year. 

way remittance facility scheme for remittance from India to Nepal.

Maximum amount remittance is INR 50,000 and beneficiaries will receive in Nepalese Rupees.

Types of ATMs 

White Label ATMs are those ATMs which set up, owned and operated by non-

been incorporated under Companies Act 1956, and after obtaining RBI’s approval.

These ATMs are owned and maintained by service provider whereas bank whose brand is used on ATM 

takes care of cash management and network connectivity. 

These ATMs are connected to the bank’s database at all times and provide real time transactions online. The 

withdrawal limits and account balances are constantly monitored by the bank. 

These ATMs are not connected to bank’s database- hence they have a predefined withdrawal limit fixed and 

at amount irrespective of the balance in your account. 
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Net Settlement means, that transaction pertaining to a particular bank branches are kept on hold and 

together in a batch with the ‘net’ amount, which would either be 

which uses Aadhar card number and an individual’ son line UIDAI authentication, 

which are linked to a customer’s Bank account. A customer will have to register his/her Aadhar number to 

gh AEPS, customer can withdraw or deposit cash, make balance enquiry, and transfer funds. 

These transactions are normally conducted by Business Correspondents (BCs)service centers. 

It is a system of money transfer for transferring personal remittances from abroad to beneficiaries in India. 

Through this only inward remittances into India are permissible. No outward remittance allowed. 

0 can be remitted inwards as per the money value. And a maximum of 30 

way remittance facility scheme for remittance from India to Nepal. 

0 and beneficiaries will receive in Nepalese Rupees. 

-bank entities, which have 

val. 

These ATMs are owned and maintained by service provider whereas bank whose brand is used on ATM 

provide real time transactions online. The 

hence they have a predefined withdrawal limit fixed and 
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• So if you did not have balance in your account, and you went to a ‘offline ATM’ and withdrew 

money more than the balance 

your bank balance.Banks may charge some penalty for exceeding your balance.

Stand Alone ATM 

Stand Alone ATMs are not connected with any ATM network

ATM’s branch and link branches only. The opposite of Stand

connected on the ATM Network. 

 

Onsite ATM 

Onsite ATMs are the ATMs you find next to your Bank’s branch. They go side

Or in proper terms.They are the ATMs installed within a branch’s premises.

Off-site ATM 

Off-site ATMs are the ones which are installed anywhere, but not within the branch premises i.e. these are 

not installed next to branch. These are installed next to Shopping Malls, shopping markets, airports, 

hospitals, business areas etc. 

Types of Bank Accounts

Saving accounts are opened by individuals in banks to save some share of their earnings .Main aim of saving 

account is to promote saving habit among individuals.

• These saving accounts are opened on the name of individuals only.

• On saving account an individual earns some rate of interest, these rate of interest varies from bank to 

bank. Earlier this rate of interest in fixed by RBI but now RBI has given power to banks to decide 

their own rate of interest on saving account .

• This rate of interest is usually 4% but some private banks offering 6% rate of interest too.

• In saving accounts there is restriction a person can deposit or withdrawal money within a month. 

Minimum deposit an individual has to maintain in account (In PSU banks) is Rs 1000 or

bank offering zero balance accounts.

Current Account 

Current account are opened for business transactions, on the name of firm or company.

• Banks offered no rate of interest on money held in current account but provide extra features as 

compared to saving account like there is not limit on depositor withdrawal in current account but no 

passbook is issued for current account holder.

• Minimum deposit needed to open current account is Rs 5000 or depends on respective bank.

Recurring Deposit Account or R.D.

A recurring deposit account is a saving feature that bank offers to their customers,
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So if you did not have balance in your account, and you went to a ‘offline ATM’ and withdrew 

money more than the balance – you’ll still get the cash at that time, and later on will run afoul with 

bank balance.Banks may charge some penalty for exceeding your balance.

Stand Alone ATMs are not connected with any ATM network- hence their transactions are restricted to the 

ATM’s branch and link branches only. The opposite of Stand-alone ATMs are Networked ATMs, which are 

Onsite ATMs are the ATMs you find next to your Bank’s branch. They go side-by side

Or in proper terms.They are the ATMs installed within a branch’s premises. 

ATMs are the ones which are installed anywhere, but not within the branch premises i.e. these are 

not installed next to branch. These are installed next to Shopping Malls, shopping markets, airports, 

Types of Bank Accounts 

Saving Account 

Saving accounts are opened by individuals in banks to save some share of their earnings .Main aim of saving 

account is to promote saving habit among individuals. 

These saving accounts are opened on the name of individuals only. 

ount an individual earns some rate of interest, these rate of interest varies from bank to 

bank. Earlier this rate of interest in fixed by RBI but now RBI has given power to banks to decide 

their own rate of interest on saving account . 

st is usually 4% but some private banks offering 6% rate of interest too.

In saving accounts there is restriction a person can deposit or withdrawal money within a month. 

Minimum deposit an individual has to maintain in account (In PSU banks) is Rs 1000 or

bank offering zero balance accounts. 

Current account are opened for business transactions, on the name of firm or company.

Banks offered no rate of interest on money held in current account but provide extra features as 

compared to saving account like there is not limit on depositor withdrawal in current account but no 

passbook is issued for current account holder. 

Minimum deposit needed to open current account is Rs 5000 or depends on respective bank.

ccount or R.D. 

A recurring deposit account is a saving feature that bank offers to their customers, 
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So if you did not have balance in your account, and you went to a ‘offline ATM’ and withdrew 

you’ll still get the cash at that time, and later on will run afoul with 

bank balance.Banks may charge some penalty for exceeding your balance. 

hence their transactions are restricted to the 

ATMs are Networked ATMs, which are 

by side 

ATMs are the ones which are installed anywhere, but not within the branch premises i.e. these are 

not installed next to branch. These are installed next to Shopping Malls, shopping markets, airports, 

Saving accounts are opened by individuals in banks to save some share of their earnings .Main aim of saving 

ount an individual earns some rate of interest, these rate of interest varies from bank to 

bank. Earlier this rate of interest in fixed by RBI but now RBI has given power to banks to decide 

st is usually 4% but some private banks offering 6% rate of interest too. 

In saving accounts there is restriction a person can deposit or withdrawal money within a month. 

Minimum deposit an individual has to maintain in account (In PSU banks) is Rs 1000 or less as some 

Current account are opened for business transactions, on the name of firm or company. 

Banks offered no rate of interest on money held in current account but provide extra features as 

compared to saving account like there is not limit on depositor withdrawal in current account but no 

Minimum deposit needed to open current account is Rs 5000 or depends on respective bank. 
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who can save only small amount of money per month.

• In recurring deposit account a person deposit a fixed sum of money for fixed period like a person 

deposit Rs 500 per month for one year.

• Bank pays interest on the deposit money every month. After the completion of fixed period bank pay 

the deposit money along with interest to his customer.

• Recurring deposit account are generally meant for salary earning peopl

money every month. 

  

Fixed Deposit Account or Term Deposit Account

In fixed deposit account, a person deposit a fixed sum of money one time only for the

fixed period. 

• Bank pays the rate of interest on the fixed deposit account

After the completion of period bank pay the amount along with rate of interest incurred on the 

amount . 

• Banks also charge penalty if premature withdrawal is done.

• For NRIs who wants to invest in India and earn interes

offered by Indian banks is higher than western counterparts so it is attractive option to deposit money 

in Indian banks and earn good rate of interest .

FCNR Deposit Account 

FCNR stand for Foreign Currency Non 

• In this account a person invest a fixed sum of money for a period not less than one year and 

maximum  five years in any foreign currency in FCNR account.

•  After the completion of fixed period principal 

had deposited. 

NRO Deposit Account 

NRO stand for Non Resident Ordinary saving account

The Non Resident Ordinary Account (NRO Account) is a Savings / Current /Recurring Deposit / Fixed 

Deposit bank account held in India, in Indian Rupees.

NRO account is opened by any person outside India if he want to earn attractive rate of interest in India and 

also have some earnings in India. 

NRE Account 

NRE stands for Non Resident External Account

The Non Resident External Account (NRE Account) is a Savings / Current/Recurring

Deposit / Fixed Deposit bank account held in India, in Indian Rupees.

Such account scan be opened only by the NRIs. With effect from March 1, 2014, interest rates offered by 

banks on NRE deposits cannot be higher than those offered by them on comparable domestic rupee deposits.
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who can save only small amount of money per month. 

In recurring deposit account a person deposit a fixed sum of money for fixed period like a person 

Rs 500 per month for one year. 

Bank pays interest on the deposit money every month. After the completion of fixed period bank pay 

the deposit money along with interest to his customer. 

Recurring deposit account are generally meant for salary earning people who can save a fixed sum of 

Fixed Deposit Account or Term Deposit Account 

In fixed deposit account, a person deposit a fixed sum of money one time only for the

Bank pays the rate of interest on the fixed deposit account depends on tenure of deposit account. 

After the completion of period bank pay the amount along with rate of interest incurred on the 

Banks also charge penalty if premature withdrawal is done. 

For NRIs who wants to invest in India and earn interest on their hard earn money , as rate of interest 

offered by Indian banks is higher than western counterparts so it is attractive option to deposit money 

in Indian banks and earn good rate of interest . 

on -Resident account. This account is opened by NRIs.

In this account a person invest a fixed sum of money for a period not less than one year and 

five years in any foreign currency in FCNR account. 

After the completion of fixed period principal and interest is paid in foreign currency in which he 

NRO stand for Non Resident Ordinary saving account 

The Non Resident Ordinary Account (NRO Account) is a Savings / Current /Recurring Deposit / Fixed 

t held in India, in Indian Rupees. 

NRO account is opened by any person outside India if he want to earn attractive rate of interest in India and 

NRE stands for Non Resident External Account 

ernal Account (NRE Account) is a Savings / Current/Recurring

Deposit / Fixed Deposit bank account held in India, in Indian Rupees. 

Such account scan be opened only by the NRIs. With effect from March 1, 2014, interest rates offered by 

cannot be higher than those offered by them on comparable domestic rupee deposits.
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In recurring deposit account a person deposit a fixed sum of money for fixed period like a person 

Bank pays interest on the deposit money every month. After the completion of fixed period bank pay 

e who can save a fixed sum of 

In fixed deposit account, a person deposit a fixed sum of money one time only for the 

depends on tenure of deposit account. 

After the completion of period bank pay the amount along with rate of interest incurred on the 

t on their hard earn money , as rate of interest 

offered by Indian banks is higher than western counterparts so it is attractive option to deposit money 

Resident account. This account is opened by NRIs. 

In this account a person invest a fixed sum of money for a period not less than one year and 

and interest is paid in foreign currency in which he 

The Non Resident Ordinary Account (NRO Account) is a Savings / Current /Recurring Deposit / Fixed 

NRO account is opened by any person outside India if he want to earn attractive rate of interest in India and 

ernal Account (NRE Account) is a Savings / Current/Recurring 

Such account scan be opened only by the NRIs. With effect from March 1, 2014, interest rates offered by 

cannot be higher than those offered by them on comparable domestic rupee deposits. 
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Basel Norms 

Basel is a city in Switzerland which is also the headquarters of Bureau of International Settlement (BIS).

BIS fosters co-operation among central banks with a c

standards of banking regulations. 

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) established on 17 May 1930, is the world's oldest international 

financial organization. There are two representative offices in the 

BIS has 60 member countries from all over the world and covers approximately 95% of the world GDP.

OBJECTIVE 

The set of agreement by the BCBS (BASEL COMMITTEE ON BANKING SUPERVISION), which mainly 

focuses on risks to banks and the financial system are called Basel accord. The purpose of the accord is to 

ensure that financial institutions have enough capital on account to meet obligations and absorb unexpected 

losses. India has accepted Basel accords for the banking sys

Up till now BASEL ACCORD has given us three BASEL NORMS which are BASEL 1, 2 and 3.

BASEL-1 

In 1988,The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) introduced capital measurement system 

called Basel capital accord, also called as Basel 1. It focused

risk weights for banks. 

• The minimum capital requirement was fixed at 8% of risk weighted assets(RWA).

• India adopted Basel 1 guidelines in 1999.

BASEL-2 

In 2004, Basel II guidelines were published by BCBS, wh

versions of Basel I accord. 

The guidelines were based on parameters as follows

• Banks should maintain a minimum capital adequacy requirement of 8% of risk assets.

• The three types of risk are- operational 

• Banks need to mandatory disclose their risk exposure, etcetera to the central bank.

• Basel II norms in India and overseas are yet to be fully implemented.

  

BASEL 3 

In 2010, Basel III guidelines were released. These guidelin

crisis of 2008. 

• In 2008, Lehman Brothers collapsed in September. The need for a fundamental strengthening of the 

Basel II framework had become apparent.

• Basel III norms aim at making most banking activities s

capital-intensive. 

• The guidelines aim to promote a more resilient banking system by focusing on four vital banking 

parameters viz. capital, leverage, funding and liquidity.
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Basel is a city in Switzerland which is also the headquarters of Bureau of International Settlement (BIS).

operation among central banks with a common goal of financial stability and common 

The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) established on 17 May 1930, is the world's oldest international 

financial organization. There are two representative offices in the Hong Kong and in Mexico City. In total 

BIS has 60 member countries from all over the world and covers approximately 95% of the world GDP.

The set of agreement by the BCBS (BASEL COMMITTEE ON BANKING SUPERVISION), which mainly 

banks and the financial system are called Basel accord. The purpose of the accord is to 

ensure that financial institutions have enough capital on account to meet obligations and absorb unexpected 

losses. India has accepted Basel accords for the banking system. 

Up till now BASEL ACCORD has given us three BASEL NORMS which are BASEL 1, 2 and 3.

In 1988,The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) introduced capital measurement system 

called Basel capital accord, also called as Basel 1. It focused almost entirely on credit risk and structure of 

The minimum capital requirement was fixed at 8% of risk weighted assets(RWA).

India adopted Basel 1 guidelines in 1999. 

In 2004, Basel II guidelines were published by BCBS, which were considered to be the refined and reformed 

The guidelines were based on parameters as follows- 

Banks should maintain a minimum capital adequacy requirement of 8% of risk assets.

operational risk, market risk, capital risk. 

Banks need to mandatory disclose their risk exposure, etcetera to the central bank.

Basel II norms in India and overseas are yet to be fully implemented. 

In 2010, Basel III guidelines were released. These guidelines were introduced in response to the financial 

In 2008, Lehman Brothers collapsed in September. The need for a fundamental strengthening of the 

Basel II framework had become apparent. 

Basel III norms aim at making most banking activities such as their trading book activities more 

The guidelines aim to promote a more resilient banking system by focusing on four vital banking 

parameters viz. capital, leverage, funding and liquidity. 
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The minimum capital requirement was fixed at 8% of risk weighted assets(RWA). 
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• Presently Indian banking system follows B

• The Reserve Bank of India has extended the timeline for full implementation of the Basel III capital 

regulations to March 31, 2019.

 

The Banking Ombudsman Scheme was introduced under Section 35 A of the Banking Regulation A

by RBI with effect from 1995. 

• The Banking Ombudsman Scheme was first introduced in India in 1995 and it was revised in 2002.

• Current Banking Ombudsman Scheme was introduced in 2006.

• From 2002 until 2006, around 36,000 complaints have been dealt by

• Banking Ombudsman is appointed by Reserve Bank of India.

• Banking Ombudsman is a senior official appointed by RBI. He handle and redress customer 

complaints against deficiency in certain banking services.

• The office of Banking Ombudsman is mostly situated at State Capitals.

• Around 15 Banking Ombudsmen have been appointed.

• All Scheduled Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks and Scheduled Primary Co 

Banks are covered under the Banking Ombudsman Scheme.

GROUNDS OF COMPLAINTS 

One can file a complaint on the following grounds of complaints:

• Any excessive delay or non - payment of collection of cheques, drafts, bills etc.

• Without any sufficient cause non acceptance of small denomination notes.

• Charging any commission for a

• Any delay in payment of inward remittances or non payment of inward remittances.

• If any banking organization refuses to accept taxes or any delaying in accepting taxes (as required by 

RBI or Government of India).

• Any delay in issuing government securities.

• Refusal to issue or redemption of government securities.

• Without any sufficient reason, forced close the deposit accounts by bankers.

• If any banker refuse to close the accounts.

• If any banker deliberately delaying i

• Noncompliance of the provisions of Banking Codes and Standard Board of India.

• If any banker commits non - observance of Reserve Bank of India's guidelines or instructions or any 

violation of the directives issued by the Reserve Bank

• Without any sufficient cause, non

thereof. 

• Delay or Failure in issue of drafts, pay orders or banker's cheques.

• Performance of work is not as per p

• Delay or failure in providing any bank facility.

• Complaints file by Non - resident Indians having accounts in India in relation to their remittance 

from abroad, deposits and other bank related matters.

• Without any reason, refusal to open deposit accounts.

• Without adequate prior notice to the customer, charges levied by the banker.

• Any violation of guidelines or instructions of RBI on ATM/Debit Card/Credit

• Card operations. 

• Non - disbursement or delay in disbursement of pension.
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Presently Indian banking system follows Basel II norms. 

The Reserve Bank of India has extended the timeline for full implementation of the Basel III capital 

regulations to March 31, 2019. 

Banking Ombudsman 

The Banking Ombudsman Scheme was introduced under Section 35 A of the Banking Regulation A

The Banking Ombudsman Scheme was first introduced in India in 1995 and it was revised in 2002.

Current Banking Ombudsman Scheme was introduced in 2006. 

From 2002 until 2006, around 36,000 complaints have been dealt by the Banking Ombudsmen.

Banking Ombudsman is appointed by Reserve Bank of India. 

Banking Ombudsman is a senior official appointed by RBI. He handle and redress customer 

complaints against deficiency in certain banking services. 

Ombudsman is mostly situated at State Capitals. 

Around 15 Banking Ombudsmen have been appointed. 

All Scheduled Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks and Scheduled Primary Co 

Banks are covered under the Banking Ombudsman Scheme. 

One can file a complaint on the following grounds of complaints: 

payment of collection of cheques, drafts, bills etc.

Without any sufficient cause non acceptance of small denomination notes. 

Charging any commission for acceptance of small denominations notes. 

Any delay in payment of inward remittances or non payment of inward remittances.

If any banking organization refuses to accept taxes or any delaying in accepting taxes (as required by 

RBI or Government of India). 

delay in issuing government securities. 

Refusal to issue or redemption of government securities. 

Without any sufficient reason, forced close the deposit accounts by bankers.

If any banker refuse to close the accounts. 

If any banker deliberately delaying in closing the accounts. 

Noncompliance of the provisions of Banking Codes and Standard Board of India.

observance of Reserve Bank of India's guidelines or instructions or any 

violation of the directives issued by the Reserve Bank in relation to banking or other services.

Without any sufficient cause, non-acceptance of coins tendered or charging of commission in respect 

Delay or Failure in issue of drafts, pay orders or banker's cheques. 

Performance of work is not as per prescribed working hours. 

Delay or failure in providing any bank facility. 

resident Indians having accounts in India in relation to their remittance 

from abroad, deposits and other bank related matters. 

to open deposit accounts. 

Without adequate prior notice to the customer, charges levied by the banker.

Any violation of guidelines or instructions of RBI on ATM/Debit Card/Credit

disbursement or delay in disbursement of pension. 
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The Reserve Bank of India has extended the timeline for full implementation of the Basel III capital 

The Banking Ombudsman Scheme was introduced under Section 35 A of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 

The Banking Ombudsman Scheme was first introduced in India in 1995 and it was revised in 2002. 

the Banking Ombudsmen. 

Banking Ombudsman is a senior official appointed by RBI. He handle and redress customer 

All Scheduled Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks and Scheduled Primary Co - operative 

payment of collection of cheques, drafts, bills etc. 

 

Any delay in payment of inward remittances or non payment of inward remittances. 

If any banking organization refuses to accept taxes or any delaying in accepting taxes (as required by 

Without any sufficient reason, forced close the deposit accounts by bankers. 

Noncompliance of the provisions of Banking Codes and Standard Board of India. 

observance of Reserve Bank of India's guidelines or instructions or any 

in relation to banking or other services. 

acceptance of coins tendered or charging of commission in respect 

resident Indians having accounts in India in relation to their remittance 

Without adequate prior notice to the customer, charges levied by the banker. 

Any violation of guidelines or instructions of RBI on ATM/Debit Card/Credit 
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A customer can also file a complaint on the following grounds of deficiency in service with respect to loans 

and advances: 

• The Banking Ombudsman may also deal with such other matter as may be specified by the Reserve 

Bank from time to time. 

• Without any valid reason non 

• Any violation of the provisions of the fair practices code for lenders as adopted by the bank or Code 

of Bank's Commitment to Customers, as the case may be.

• Any type of violation of the instruction, guideline

• If any non - observance of Reserve Bank Directives on interest rates.

• Any delays in sanction of loan applications

• Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

• In accordance with the provision of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises

• Development (MSMED) Act, 2006 the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

• (MSME) are classified in two Classes:

• 1. Manufacturing Enterprises

• The enterprises engaged in the manufacture or production of goods pertaining to any industry or 

employing plant and machinery

name or character or use. 

• The Manufacturing Enterprise are defined in terms of investment in Plant & Machinery

Types 

Micro 

Small 

Medium 

• 2. Service Enterprises 
• The enterprises engaged in providing or rendering of services and are defined in terms of investment 

in equipment. 

Types 

Micro 

Small 

Medium 

FDI – Foreign Direct Investment

Foreign Direct Investment is when persons/companies who/which are non

Invest in Indian companies. 

Thus, through FDI, the investors become the shareholders in Indian companies and 

will give them controlling power of the company. FDI can be done in many ways 

through acquiring of shares and merger and acquisition.

Also important to know is that there are two ‘routes’ of FDI, namely, Autom

or Central Government approval) and the Government Route (requires the approvals for those not covered 

under the automatic route). 

Why would anyone invest in India?
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stomer can also file a complaint on the following grounds of deficiency in service with respect to loans 

The Banking Ombudsman may also deal with such other matter as may be specified by the Reserve 

eason non - acceptance of application of loans. 

Any violation of the provisions of the fair practices code for lenders as adopted by the bank or Code 

of Bank's Commitment to Customers, as the case may be. 

Any type of violation of the instruction, guidelines, recommendations of the RBI

observance of Reserve Bank Directives on interest rates. 

Any delays in sanction of loan applications 

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises 
In accordance with the provision of Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises 

pment (MSMED) Act, 2006 the Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises

(MSME) are classified in two Classes: 

1. Manufacturing Enterprises 
The enterprises engaged in the manufacture or production of goods pertaining to any industry or 

employing plant and machinery in the process of value addition to the final product having a distinct 

The Manufacturing Enterprise are defined in terms of investment in Plant & Machinery

Investment in Plant and Machinary

Not more than 25 lakh rupees

25 lakh-5 Crore 

5-10 Crore 

The enterprises engaged in providing or rendering of services and are defined in terms of investment 

Investment in Equipment 

Not more than 10 lakh 

10 lakh-2 Crore 

2-5 Crore 

 

Foreign Direct Investment 

Foreign Direct Investment is when persons/companies who/which are non-Indian, 

Thus, through FDI, the investors become the shareholders in Indian companies and 

will give them controlling power of the company. FDI can be done in many ways –

through acquiring of shares and merger and acquisition. 

Also important to know is that there are two ‘routes’ of FDI, namely, Automatic Route(does not require RBI 

or Central Government approval) and the Government Route (requires the approvals for those not covered 

Why would anyone invest in India? 
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Well, there are plenty of reasons – why would a foreign com

• There could be tax incentives,

• The company believes that doing a particular business will be more profitable in India.

• There could be tax exemptions favorable to the company both in India and in the company’s home 

country. 

• The company might be aiming at starting operations in South Asia and India is the most developing 

economy in this part of the world.

Meaning of FDI to India 

• FDI brings in more capital into the economy.

• It brings in the much needed foreign exchange 

• It also boosts the domestic economy and industries and generally triggers a positive economic ripple 

effect. 

• It brings in more revenues for the Income Tax Department.

• Advanced technology touches the shores of the host country, along with tech

resource. 

Sectors where FDI is ALLOWED and the latest caps.

• Petroleum Refining by PSU (49%).

• Cable Networks (49%). 

• Print Media (26%). 

• Air transport services- scheduled air transport (49%), non

• Ground handling services – Civil Aviation (74%).

• Satellites- establishment and operation (74%).

• Private security agencies (49%).

• Private Sector Banking (74%).

• Public Sector Banking (20%).

• Commodity exchanges (49%).

• Credit information companies (74%).

• Infrastructure companies in securities market (49%).

• Insurance and sub-activities (49%).

• Power exchanges (49%). 

• Defence (49% above 49% to CCS).

• Pension Sector (49%) 

Sectors where FDI is NOT ALLOWED

FDI in the following sectors are prohibited completely 

it is not allowed. 

• Atomic Energy 

• Agricultural and Plantation activities

• Gambling, betting and lottery 

• Nidh is and Chit Funds 

• Real Estate 

• Manufacture of cigarettes and tobacco
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Public Sector Banking (20%). 
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NITI Aayog 

NITI Aayog known as National institution for transforming India came into existence on 1 January 2015 

with good bye to six decades old planning commission. Planning Commission was established in 1950s to 

respond to development needs of India after independence. It made resources avail

to meet their development needs and come up with five years plans for development.

Reasons why Planning Commission was replaced with Niti Aayog

• Most of the criticism regarding planning commission was that it thrust its development 

states without their active collaboration and not considering their social economic uniqueness. One 

size fit for all solution was followed by planning commission.

• Niti Aayog will be more like think tank advising central and state governments on s

technical issues across the spectrum of key elements of policy where as in planning commission 

there was no active participation of stakeholders.

• Niti Aayog will have all the state chief ministers and Lt. Governor sincluded in the governing 

council where as in planning commission state chief ministers were not actively involved.

• The mantra of Niti Aayog is inclusiveness with states as partners ,equality,transparency ,pro people 

,empowering which was not visible in planning commission.

Niti Aayog will follow the bottom to top model of development to meet the specific development needs of 

village, states by having provision to form regional development council. It will provide flexible approach in 

development to pick experts from various sectors.

Structure of Niti Aayog  

• Prime Minister as chairman 

• CEO: Amitabh Kant 

• Vice chairman: Arvind Pangariya

• Full time members Bibek Debroy and VK Saraswat

• Two part time members 

• Four union ministers as ex-officio members(Rajnath Singh, Arun Jaitley, Suresh Prabhu

Mohan Singh) 

• Governing council comprising of all state chief ministers and Lt. Governors.

• Regional Councils which will be formed to address any state specific issues.

• Invitees from different fields having relevant domain knowledge.

World Bank 

World Bank is an international financial institution that provides loans to developing

Countries for development programs.

• World Bank was formed on July 1944 at the Brett on Woods Conference.

• Headquarter of World Bank is located at Washington D.C. (U.S.A.)

• The main purpose of the World Bank is ''Reduction of Poverty''.

• Current member nations of World Bank are 189.

• Current president of the World Bank is Jim Yong Kim.

• World Bank is comprises of two institutions 

Development (IBRD) and the International Development Association (IDA).

• World Bank is member of the United Nations Development Group as well as World Bank Group.
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• World Bank Group includes - 

International Development Association, International Finance Corporation, Multilateral Investment 

Guarantee Agency, International Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes.

• The president of the World Bank comes from the largest shareholder. Members are represent

Board of Governors. 

• If a country wants to be a member of World Bank, it has to purchase the shares of world bank group 

institutions as per agreement, rules and regulations set.

• The five largest shareholders are U.S., U.K., France, Germany and Japan

• The largest shareholders nations have their own Executive Directors.

Objectives and Functions  

• To help in reconstruction and development of member countries.

• Spread peace all over the world regarding financial terms.

• Helps to the economies of those count

• Helps to developing and less developed countries by crediting the finance.

• To promote private foreign investments.

• Investment of money in productive purposes only.

• World Bank can grant loans to a member country up to 20%of that coun

capital. 

• The borrower nation has to repay either in reserve currencies or in the currency in which the loan 

was sanctioned. 

Membership 

Any country can become the member of world bank if 75

application. 

• Any member nation can also resign from its membership voluntarily or if any country violates the 

rules of the world bank. 

Management 

• Management of World Bank includes 

Committee, Advisory Committee, President and other members of the staff.

• Board of Governors of the World Bank includes one Governor (Finance Minister) and one alternate 

governor (governor of central bank) appointed by each member country for a term of 5 years. Board 

is required to meet at least once in a year.

• Executive Directors are 21 and out of this 6 are appointed by the six largest share holders like USA, 

UK, Germany, France and Japan. The remaining 15 members are elected by the rest of member 

countries. It meets once a month to carry on daily routine work.

• President is appointed by board of executive directors.

• World Bank performs its functions with the help of two committees 

Loan Committee. 

• Advisory Committee includes 7 Experts appoi

constituted by the executive directors and loan is provided as per the economies of member 

countries. 
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MUDRA Bank 

MUDRA means Micro Units Development and Refinance Agency.

• Mudra bank is being set up throu

refinancing through Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojna.

• It is first set up as a subsidiary of the Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI). It will 

later be converted into full-fledged b

• MUDRA Bank is a public sector financial institution in India, It provides loan at low rates to small 

entrepreneurs. 

OBJECTIVE 

It was launched on 8th April 2015 with the objective of regulating micro and small enterpris

business, and supporting them particularly those members who belongs from scheduled castes and scheduled 

tribes. 

• MUDRA Bank will also register MFIs (Micro Finance Institutions)and will be responsible for 

accreditation and rating of MFI.

AIM 

The finance ministry said measures to be taken up by the MUDRA are targeted mainly on young, educated 

or skilled workers and entrepreneurs including women entrepreneurs.

• Basically small entrepreneurs and small businessman are often cut from banking system bec

limited branch presence, so MUDRA bank will partner with local coordinators and provide finance 

to small and micro businesses.

Important Figures about MUDRA BANK

The bank will be set up with the initial corpus of 

The bank have categorized the amount of loan to be given in three different categories

• SHISHU- This is the first stage and in it the loan will be given for up to 

• KISHOR- In the second stage a loan amount will be ranging fro

• TARUN- This is last category which will provide up to

The bank will cater to 5.77 crore small business units that spread all across India who currently find it 

difficult to access credit from the regular banking system.

Payment Banks and Small Finance Banks

SMALL FINANCE BANKS 

• They cater to deposits and loans particularly in small areas.

• They are meant for financial inclusion of small farmers, MSMEs, and the unorganized sector.

• MFI, NBFC can convert themselves to 

• 25% rural branching. 

• 50% loans to MSME. 

• Priority Sector Lending of 40% applies that they need to comply within 3 years of their licensing.

• Cooperative bank can’t apply for license of small banks.
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MUDRA means Micro Units Development and Refinance Agency. 
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refinancing through Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojna. 

It is first set up as a subsidiary of the Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI). It will 

fledged bank through an act of the parliament. 

MUDRA Bank is a public sector financial institution in India, It provides loan at low rates to small 

It was launched on 8th April 2015 with the objective of regulating micro and small enterpris

business, and supporting them particularly those members who belongs from scheduled castes and scheduled 

MUDRA Bank will also register MFIs (Micro Finance Institutions)and will be responsible for 

accreditation and rating of MFI. 

finance ministry said measures to be taken up by the MUDRA are targeted mainly on young, educated 

or skilled workers and entrepreneurs including women entrepreneurs. 

Basically small entrepreneurs and small businessman are often cut from banking system bec

limited branch presence, so MUDRA bank will partner with local coordinators and provide finance 

to small and micro businesses. 

Important Figures about MUDRA BANK 

The bank will be set up with the initial corpus of � 20000 crore and a credit guarante

The bank have categorized the amount of loan to be given in three different categories

This is the first stage and in it the loan will be given for up to � 50000.

In the second stage a loan amount will be ranging from 50,000 to

This is last category which will provide up to� 10 lakh. 

The bank will cater to 5.77 crore small business units that spread all across India who currently find it 

difficult to access credit from the regular banking system. 

nt Banks and Small Finance Banks 

They cater to deposits and loans particularly in small areas. 

They are meant for financial inclusion of small farmers, MSMEs, and the unorganized sector.

MFI, NBFC can convert themselves to differentiated small banks if a license is allotted to them.

Priority Sector Lending of 40% applies that they need to comply within 3 years of their licensing.

Cooperative bank can’t apply for license of small banks. 
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• NRI can apply for licenses. 

• Cluster preference for licensing would be for North East.

• They can’t setup subsidiaries. 

• They can appoint Business Correspondent Agents but cannot become Business Correspondent 

Agents of other banks. 

PAYMENT BANKS 

• Only current and savings account ratio, net banking and debit cards or prepaid cards are allowed.

• FD/Loan is not allowed so the source of their earning would be to invest in

where they would get an annual interest of around

• Max balance of Rs.1lakh/customer is allowed.

Similarities 

• Minimum Capital required is 100 crore. (Regular bank license requires 500 Crore).

• FDI limits, voting rights are similar to regular commercial banks like SBI, PNB, Bank of Baroda, 

ICICI etc. 

Differences 

• Small banks can accept all types of deposits like a commercial bank ( savings, current, fixed 

deposits, recurring deposits etc).On the other hand Payment banks can take deposits only on current 

& savings account. These cannot offer credit cards, NRI account, & time depos

• Small banks cannot give depositors money as loan to others (big industries), but for small area of 

operation.    Payment banks cannot give loans but can invest in G securities(as

are poor people. so, banks cannot take a

• For small banks, any individual with 10 years of experience in banking can apply for licenses. For 

payment banks Indian post, telecom companies can apply for licenses.

• Target for small banks are MSME's, business man. Target for Payment banks are

MONEY AND CAPITAL MARKET INSTRUMENTS

Following are the important money and capital market instruments:

Treasury Bills 

• Treasury Bills are also known as T

• This is one of safest instrument to invest.

• T-bills are issued by RBI backed by 

• RBI issue treasury bills on the behalf of central government to meet the short term liquidity needs of 

central government. 

• Currently, the Government of India issue three types of treasury bills through auctions for 91 days, 

182 days and 364 days. 

• Treasury bills are available for a minimum amount of Rs.25,000 and in multiples of Rs.25,000.

Commercial Papers (CP) 

• Commercial papers are issue by private organizations or financial institutions having strong credit 

rating to meet short term liquidity requirements.

• These are unsecured instruments as these are not backed by any security. The return on commercial 

papers is usually higher than T

• Different rating agencies, rate the commercial paper before issue by any organization.
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Treasury Bills are also known as T-Bills. 

This is one of safest instrument to invest. 

bills are issued by RBI backed by government security. 

RBI issue treasury bills on the behalf of central government to meet the short term liquidity needs of 

Currently, the Government of India issue three types of treasury bills through auctions for 91 days, 

Treasury bills are available for a minimum amount of Rs.25,000 and in multiples of Rs.25,000.

Commercial papers are issue by private organizations or financial institutions having strong credit 

iquidity requirements. 

These are unsecured instruments as these are not backed by any security. The return on commercial 

papers is usually higher than T-bills. 

Different rating agencies, rate the commercial paper before issue by any organization.
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• If commercial paper carrying good rating means it is safe to invest and carrying lower risk of default.

• All corporate are not eligible to issue Commercial papers, only who met certain defined criteria by 

RBI are eligible to issue Commercial papers.

• Commercial papers can be issued for maturities between a minimum of 7 days and a maximum of up 

to one year from the date of issue and can be issued not less than 5 lakhs and multiples thereafter.

Certificate Of Deposit 

• Certificate of Deposit (CD) is a money market instrum

• CDs can be issued by scheduled commercial banks and selected All

that have been permitted by RBI to raise short

• Minimum amount of a Certificate of Deposit should be Rs.1 lakh, i.e., the minimum deposi

could be accepted from a single subscriber should not be less than Rs.1 lakh, and in multiples of Rs. 

1 lakh thereafter. 

• The maturity period of Certificate of Deposit issued by banks should not be less than 7 days and not 

more than one year, from the date of issue.

• Certificate of Deposit may be issued at a discount on face value.

Bankers Acceptance 

• Bankers Acceptance is also a money market instrument to meet short term liquidity requirement .

• In this company provides bank guarantee to seller to pay 

date. 

• In case buyer failed to pay on agreed date , seller can invoke bank guarantee . It is usually used to 

finance export and import. 

Repurchase Agreement 

• It is money market instrument .In this, one party sell it

party and agreed to buy this asset on future agreed date .

• The seller pays an interest rate, called the repo rate,when buying back the securities.

Bond or Debt 

• Bond market is also known as Debt market.

• A debt instrument is used by government or organization to generate funds for longer duration.

• This gives no owner ship right .A person receives fixed rate of interest on debt instrument.

• If any company or organization want to raise money for long term purpose wi

ownership that it is known as Debentures.

 

Important banking Terms

• AGM -Annual General Meeting, it is the year meeting held by every registered company. Agenda is 

to explain the performance during the year, presentation of annual financi

important financial decisions. Any shareholder can participate in AGM.

• Asset turnover ratio - This ratio can be explained as Net assets / Total turnover or sales. This ratio 

measures the operational efficiency of business assets. I

total assets turned in a year and how efficiently the assets are used in a business.

• Acid test ratio - This is one of the important ratio to measure business liquidity. Business liquidity is 

defined as ability of a business to pay its short term debts.
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cial paper carrying good rating means it is safe to invest and carrying lower risk of default.

All corporate are not eligible to issue Commercial papers, only who met certain defined criteria by 

RBI are eligible to issue Commercial papers. 

s can be issued for maturities between a minimum of 7 days and a maximum of up 

to one year from the date of issue and can be issued not less than 5 lakhs and multiples thereafter.

Certificate of Deposit (CD) is a money market instrument. 

CDs can be issued by scheduled commercial banks and selected All-India Financial Institutions (FIs) 

that have been permitted by RBI to raise short-term resources. 

Minimum amount of a Certificate of Deposit should be Rs.1 lakh, i.e., the minimum deposi

could be accepted from a single subscriber should not be less than Rs.1 lakh, and in multiples of Rs. 

The maturity period of Certificate of Deposit issued by banks should not be less than 7 days and not 

e date of issue. 

Certificate of Deposit may be issued at a discount on face value. 

Bankers Acceptance is also a money market instrument to meet short term liquidity requirement .

In this company provides bank guarantee to seller to pay amount of goods purchased at agreed future 

In case buyer failed to pay on agreed date , seller can invoke bank guarantee . It is usually used to 

It is money market instrument .In this, one party sell its asset usually government securities to other 

party and agreed to buy this asset on future agreed date . 

The seller pays an interest rate, called the repo rate,when buying back the securities.

Bond market is also known as Debt market. 

instrument is used by government or organization to generate funds for longer duration.

This gives no owner ship right .A person receives fixed rate of interest on debt instrument.

If any company or organization want to raise money for long term purpose wi

ownership that it is known as Debentures. 

Important banking Terms 

Annual General Meeting, it is the year meeting held by every registered company. Agenda is 

to explain the performance during the year, presentation of annual financial statements, voting on 

important financial decisions. Any shareholder can participate in AGM. 

This ratio can be explained as Net assets / Total turnover or sales. This ratio 

measures the operational efficiency of business assets. In simple terms this measures how many time 

total assets turned in a year and how efficiently the assets are used in a business.

This is one of the important ratio to measure business liquidity. Business liquidity is 

a business to pay its short term debts. 
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All corporate are not eligible to issue Commercial papers, only who met certain defined criteria by 

s can be issued for maturities between a minimum of 7 days and a maximum of up 

to one year from the date of issue and can be issued not less than 5 lakhs and multiples thereafter. 

India Financial Institutions (FIs) 

Minimum amount of a Certificate of Deposit should be Rs.1 lakh, i.e., the minimum deposit that 

could be accepted from a single subscriber should not be less than Rs.1 lakh, and in multiples of Rs. 

The maturity period of Certificate of Deposit issued by banks should not be less than 7 days and not 

Bankers Acceptance is also a money market instrument to meet short term liquidity requirement . 

amount of goods purchased at agreed future 

In case buyer failed to pay on agreed date , seller can invoke bank guarantee . It is usually used to 

s asset usually government securities to other 

The seller pays an interest rate, called the repo rate,when buying back the securities. 

instrument is used by government or organization to generate funds for longer duration. 

This gives no owner ship right .A person receives fixed rate of interest on debt instrument. 

If any company or organization want to raise money for long term purpose without diluting his 

Annual General Meeting, it is the year meeting held by every registered company. Agenda is 

al statements, voting on 

This ratio can be explained as Net assets / Total turnover or sales. This ratio 

n simple terms this measures how many time 

total assets turned in a year and how efficiently the assets are used in a business. 

This is one of the important ratio to measure business liquidity. Business liquidity is 
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• Asset Management Company 

determined goals. Pool of funds is known as Mutual fund.

• Audit - Financial statement and physical stock is checked annually by p

Accountant affiliated by ICAI in India)

• Current asset –It is an asset that can be converted into cash. Forexample 

• Credit rating - A ranking applied to an individual, business or a nation based upon its 

and current financial position. There are various credit rating companies in India such as Crisil.

• CPI - Consumer price index is a measure to find price of a bundle of commodities. CPI is used to 

measure the inflation in a country.

• Depreciation - Depreciation is reduction in value of an asset due to wear and tear over aperiod of 

time. 

• Dividend - Dividend is the amount per share paid by a company to its shareholders.

• Dividend value is based upon company's profitability.

• Equity - Value of a business. Equity = Total assets 

• Face value -The amount mentioned on face of abond certificate.

• Fixed assets - Assets which can be seen such as machinery

• Financial year - A period of 12 months from 1st April to 31st march

• Fiscal policy - Income and expenses management by Government.

• Floating rate - Rate of interest which changes with the change in market rate.

• Gross profit = Net sales - Net purchases 

• GDP - Gross domestic product is the aggregate value of goods and serv

person of a nation. 

• GST - Goods and services tax is the same tax system for everything.

• IPO - Initial public offer is issue of stocks for the first time in the market.

• Intangible assets – Assets which can’t be seen but have value for

• KYC – Know Your Customer policy is mandatory in India and for every investor irrespective of his 

investment volume needs to furnish his identity and residence details.

• Liquidity – Ability of a business to pay off its short term debts with curren

• Monetary policy - Set of actions by Central bank of a country (RBI in case of India)to control the 

supply of money. These actions included increase in interest rate, openmarket purchases, changing 

commercial bank's reserve funds ratio (SLR) etc.

Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets (S4A)

In order to further strengthen the lenders’ ability to deal with stressed assets and to put real assets back on 

track by providing an avenue for reworking the financial structure of entities facin

Reserve Bank of India has issued guidelines on a ‘Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets’.

This is aimed to revive companies that are facing stress due either due to slowdown in the economy or over 

leveraging. 

In order to make sure that the entire exercise is carried out in a transparent and prudent manner, S4A 

envisages that the resolution plan will be prepared by credible professional agencies.

An Overseeing Committee, set up by the Indian Banks Association, in c

comprising of eminent experts will independently review the processes involved in preparation of the 

resolution plan. 

Construction major HCC’s Rs.5,000-crore debt recast has become the first case to get approval under 

Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets (S4A).

Key features 
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Asset Management Company - AMC is a company that pools and invests investormoney in pre

determined goals. Pool of funds is known as Mutual fund. 

Financial statement and physical stock is checked annually by professionalauditor (Chartered 

Accountant affiliated by ICAI in India) 

It is an asset that can be converted into cash. Forexample -

A ranking applied to an individual, business or a nation based upon its 

and current financial position. There are various credit rating companies in India such as Crisil.

Consumer price index is a measure to find price of a bundle of commodities. CPI is used to 

measure the inflation in a country. 

Depreciation is reduction in value of an asset due to wear and tear over aperiod of 

Dividend is the amount per share paid by a company to its shareholders.

Dividend value is based upon company's profitability. 

iness. Equity = Total assets - Total liabilities 

The amount mentioned on face of abond certificate. 

Assets which can be seen such as machinery 

A period of 12 months from 1st April to 31st march 

Income and expenses management by Government. 

Rate of interest which changes with the change in market rate.

Net purchases - Direct expenses 

Gross domestic product is the aggregate value of goods and services produced by every 

Goods and services tax is the same tax system for everything. 

Initial public offer is issue of stocks for the first time in the market. 

Assets which can’t be seen but have value for business.

Know Your Customer policy is mandatory in India and for every investor irrespective of his 

investment volume needs to furnish his identity and residence details. 

Ability of a business to pay off its short term debts with curren

Set of actions by Central bank of a country (RBI in case of India)to control the 

supply of money. These actions included increase in interest rate, openmarket purchases, changing 

commercial bank's reserve funds ratio (SLR) etc. 

Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets (S4A) 

In order to further strengthen the lenders’ ability to deal with stressed assets and to put real assets back on 

track by providing an avenue for reworking the financial structure of entities facin

Reserve Bank of India has issued guidelines on a ‘Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets’.

This is aimed to revive companies that are facing stress due either due to slowdown in the economy or over 

order to make sure that the entire exercise is carried out in a transparent and prudent manner, S4A 

envisages that the resolution plan will be prepared by credible professional agencies.

An Overseeing Committee, set up by the Indian Banks Association, in consultation with the RBI, 

comprising of eminent experts will independently review the processes involved in preparation of the 

crore debt recast has become the first case to get approval under 

ustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets (S4A). 
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AMC is a company that pools and invests investormoney in pre-

rofessionalauditor (Chartered 

- debtors, stock etc. 

A ranking applied to an individual, business or a nation based upon its credit history 

and current financial position. There are various credit rating companies in India such as Crisil. 

Consumer price index is a measure to find price of a bundle of commodities. CPI is used to 

Depreciation is reduction in value of an asset due to wear and tear over aperiod of 

Dividend is the amount per share paid by a company to its shareholders. 

Rate of interest which changes with the change in market rate. 

ices produced by every 

 

business. 

Know Your Customer policy is mandatory in India and for every investor irrespective of his 

Ability of a business to pay off its short term debts with current assets. 

Set of actions by Central bank of a country (RBI in case of India)to control the 

supply of money. These actions included increase in interest rate, openmarket purchases, changing 

In order to further strengthen the lenders’ ability to deal with stressed assets and to put real assets back on 

track by providing an avenue for reworking the financial structure of entities facing genuine difficulties, the 

Reserve Bank of India has issued guidelines on a ‘Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets’. 

This is aimed to revive companies that are facing stress due either due to slowdown in the economy or over 

order to make sure that the entire exercise is carried out in a transparent and prudent manner, S4A 

envisages that the resolution plan will be prepared by credible professional agencies. 

onsultation with the RBI, 

comprising of eminent experts will independently review the processes involved in preparation of the 

crore debt recast has become the first case to get approval under 
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• Portion of the debt can be converted into equity.

• It will cover those projects which have started commercial operations and have an outstanding loan 

of over Rs 500 crore. 

• Under the plan, the debt will be divided into two parts. Part A will include debt that can be serviced 

from existing operation while the remaining will be classified as Part B.

• The new restructuring scheme will help Indian banks in cleaning up large chunks of their bad loans.

• Once the unsustainable debt is converted to equity, banks can sell this stake to a new owner.

• It helps to restore the flow of credit to crucial sectors.

Limitations  

However, the S4A scheme cannot be applied to all cases of stressed exposure. The limitati

are as follows: 

• It can be applied to only operational projects and not to projects under construction.

• It does not allow for any rescheduling of original tenure of repayment of debt.

Credit Rating Agencies 

Fitch 

Fitch Ratings Inc. is one of the "Big Three credit rating agencies",the other two being Moody's and 

Standard & Poor's. 

• Headquarters: New York and London

• Founded: 1914  

• CEO: Paul Taylor  

Standard & Poor’s    

Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC (S&P) is an American financial s

As a credit-rating agency , the company issues credit ratings for the debt of public and private companies, 

and other public borrowers such as governments and governmental entities.

• Headquarters: New York  

• Founded: 1860  

• CEO: John Berisford  

Moody's 

Moody's Investors Service, often referred to as Moody's, is the bond credit rating business of Moody's 

Corporation.   

• Headquarters: New York  

• Founded: 1909  

CRISIL 

CRISIL (Credit Rating Information Services of India Limited

ratings, research, risk and policy advisory services.
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Portion of the debt can be converted into equity. 

It will cover those projects which have started commercial operations and have an outstanding loan 

debt will be divided into two parts. Part A will include debt that can be serviced 

from existing operation while the remaining will be classified as Part B. 

The new restructuring scheme will help Indian banks in cleaning up large chunks of their bad loans.

Once the unsustainable debt is converted to equity, banks can sell this stake to a new owner.

It helps to restore the flow of credit to crucial sectors. 

However, the S4A scheme cannot be applied to all cases of stressed exposure. The limitati

It can be applied to only operational projects and not to projects under construction.

It does not allow for any rescheduling of original tenure of repayment of debt.

of the "Big Three credit rating agencies",the other two being Moody's and 

Headquarters: New York and London   

Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC (S&P) is an American financial services company.

rating agency , the company issues credit ratings for the debt of public and private companies, 

and other public borrowers such as governments and governmental entities. 

Moody's Investors Service, often referred to as Moody's, is the bond credit rating business of Moody's 

Credit Rating Information Services of India Limited) is a global analytical company providing 

ratings, research, risk and policy advisory services. 
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It will cover those projects which have started commercial operations and have an outstanding loan 

debt will be divided into two parts. Part A will include debt that can be serviced 

The new restructuring scheme will help Indian banks in cleaning up large chunks of their bad loans. 

Once the unsustainable debt is converted to equity, banks can sell this stake to a new owner. 

However, the S4A scheme cannot be applied to all cases of stressed exposure. The limitations of the scheme 

It can be applied to only operational projects and not to projects under construction. 

It does not allow for any rescheduling of original tenure of repayment of debt. 

of the "Big Three credit rating agencies",the other two being Moody's and 

ervices company. 

rating agency , the company issues credit ratings for the debt of public and private companies, 
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• CRISIL’s majority shareholder is Standard & Poor's, a division of McGraw Hill Financial.

• It is India's first credit rating agency.

• Headquarters: Mumbai 

• Founded: 1987  

• Present MD and CEO : Ashu Suyash

ICRA 

ICRA Limited (Investment Information and Credit Rating Agency

professional investment information and credit rating agency.

• It iss a joint-venture between Moody's and various Indian 

companies. 

• Headquarters: Gurgaon  

• Founded: 1991  

• Present CEO : Naresh Takkar

CARE 

CREDIT ANALYSIS & RESEARCH LTD

two decades, it has established itself as the second

• Headquarters: Mumbai  

• Founded: 1993  

• Present CEO and MD : Rajesh Mokashi

ONICRA  

Onida Individual Credit Rating Agency of India

agencies in India. Onicra provides ratings, risk assessment and analytical solutions to Individuals, MSMEs 

and Corporates. 

• Headquarters: Gurgaon  

• Founded: 1993  

• Present Executive Director: Varun Mirchandani 

SMERA  

SME Rating Agency of India is a full service credit rating agency exclusively set up for micro, small and 

medium enterprises (MSME) in India and has grown to rate SME, mid & large corporate .

• It provides ratings which enable MSME, SMEs,Corporates to raise bank loans at competitive rates of 

interest. 

• Headquarters: Mumbai  

• Founded: 2005 

• CEO: Shankar Chakraborti
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CRISIL’s majority shareholder is Standard & Poor's, a division of McGraw Hill Financial.

It is India's first credit rating agency. 

Present MD and CEO : Ashu Suyash   

Investment Information and Credit Rating Agency) is an Indian independent and 

professional investment information and credit rating agency. 

venture between Moody's and various Indian commercial banks and financial services 

Present CEO : Naresh Takkar    

CREDIT ANALYSIS & RESEARCH LTD Ratings commenced operations in April 1993 and over nearly 

two decades, it has established itself as the second-largest credit rating agency in India.

Present CEO and MD : Rajesh Mokashi 

Rating Agency of India is one of the leading Credit and Performance Rating 

agencies in India. Onicra provides ratings, risk assessment and analytical solutions to Individuals, MSMEs 

irector: Varun Mirchandani  

SME Rating Agency of India is a full service credit rating agency exclusively set up for micro, small and 

medium enterprises (MSME) in India and has grown to rate SME, mid & large corporate .

ble MSME, SMEs,Corporates to raise bank loans at competitive rates of 

CEO: Shankar Chakraborti 
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Monetary Policy Committee

The Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 (RBI Act) has been amended by the Finance Act, 

a statutory and institutionalised framework for a Monetary Policy Committee, for maintaining price stability, 

while keeping in mind the objective of growth.

The Monetary Policy Committee would be entrusted with the task of fixing the 

rate) required to contain inflation within the specified target level.

The meetings of the Monetary Policy Committee shall be held at least 4 times a year and it shall publish its 

decisions after each such meeting. 

As per the provisions of the RBI Act, out of the six Members of Monetary Policy Committee, three 

Members will be from the RBI and the other three Members of MPC will be appointed by the Central 

Government. 

The Monetary Policy Committee of RBI has the following composit

• Urjit Patel, The Governor of the Bank

• Deputy Governor of the Bank, in charge of Monetary Policy

• One officer of the Bank to be nominated by the Central Board

• Shri Chetan Ghate, Professor, Indian Statistical Institute (ISI) 

• Professor Pami Dua, Director, Delhi School of Economics (DSE) 

• Dr. Ravindra H. Dholakia, Professor, Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Ahmedabad

The Members of the Monetary Policy Committee appointed by the Central Government shall hold office for 

a period of four years. 

Basic Savings Bank Deposit Accounts (BSBDA)

RBI in 2012 came out with fresh guidelines and asked banks to offer a ‘Basic Savings Bank Deposit 

Account’. 

The aim of introducing 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account' is very much part of the efforts of RBI for 

furthering Financial Inclusion objectives. All the accounts opened earlier as 'no

renamed as BSBDA. 

The 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Acc

instructions on Know Your Customer (KYC) / Anti

accounts issued from time to time. 

BSBDA can also be opened with simplified KYC norms. However, if 

Simplified KYC, the accounts would additionally be treated as “BSBDA

Features 

• An individual is eligible to have only one 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account' in one bank.

• Also, Holders of 'Basic Savings Bank 

savings account in that bank. If a customer has any other existing savings account in that bank, he / 

she will be required to close it within 30 days from the date of opening a 'Basic Savings Bank

Deposit Account'. 

• However, One can have Term/Fixed Deposit, Recurring Deposit etc., accounts in the bank where one 

holds 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account'.
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Monetary Policy Committee 

The Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 (RBI Act) has been amended by the Finance Act, 

a statutory and institutionalised framework for a Monetary Policy Committee, for maintaining price stability, 

while keeping in mind the objective of growth. 

The Monetary Policy Committee would be entrusted with the task of fixing the benchmark policy rate (repo 

rate) required to contain inflation within the specified target level. 

The meetings of the Monetary Policy Committee shall be held at least 4 times a year and it shall publish its 

ovisions of the RBI Act, out of the six Members of Monetary Policy Committee, three 

Members will be from the RBI and the other three Members of MPC will be appointed by the Central 

The Monetary Policy Committee of RBI has the following composition, namely:- 

Urjit Patel, The Governor of the Bank—Chairperson, ex officio; 

Deputy Governor of the Bank, in charge of Monetary Policy—Member, ex officio;

One officer of the Bank to be nominated by the Central Board—Member, ex officio;

rofessor, Indian Statistical Institute (ISI) —Member 

Professor Pami Dua, Director, Delhi School of Economics (DSE) — Member 

Dr. Ravindra H. Dholakia, Professor, Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Ahmedabad

licy Committee appointed by the Central Government shall hold office for 

Basic Savings Bank Deposit Accounts (BSBDA) 

RBI in 2012 came out with fresh guidelines and asked banks to offer a ‘Basic Savings Bank Deposit 

of introducing 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account' is very much part of the efforts of RBI for 

furthering Financial Inclusion objectives. All the accounts opened earlier as 'no-frills' account will be 

The 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account' would be subject to provisions of PML Act and Rules and RBI 

instructions on Know Your Customer (KYC) / Anti-Money Laundering (AML) for opening of bank 

BSBDA can also be opened with simplified KYC norms. However, if BSBDA is opened on the basis of 

Simplified KYC, the accounts would additionally be treated as “BSBDA-SMALL account.

An individual is eligible to have only one 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account' in one bank.

Also, Holders of 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account' will not be eligible for opening any other 

savings account in that bank. If a customer has any other existing savings account in that bank, he / 

she will be required to close it within 30 days from the date of opening a 'Basic Savings Bank

However, One can have Term/Fixed Deposit, Recurring Deposit etc., accounts in the bank where one 

holds 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account'. 
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The Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 (RBI Act) has been amended by the Finance Act, 2016,  to provide for 

a statutory and institutionalised framework for a Monetary Policy Committee, for maintaining price stability, 
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The meetings of the Monetary Policy Committee shall be held at least 4 times a year and it shall publish its 

ovisions of the RBI Act, out of the six Members of Monetary Policy Committee, three 

Members will be from the RBI and the other three Members of MPC will be appointed by the Central 
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Member         

Dr. Ravindra H. Dholakia, Professor, Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Ahmedabad—  Member 
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RBI in 2012 came out with fresh guidelines and asked banks to offer a ‘Basic Savings Bank Deposit 
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frills' account will be 

ount' would be subject to provisions of PML Act and Rules and RBI 

Money Laundering (AML) for opening of bank 

BSBDA is opened on the basis of 

SMALL account. 

An individual is eligible to have only one 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account' in one bank. 

Deposit Account' will not be eligible for opening any other 

savings account in that bank. If a customer has any other existing savings account in that bank, he / 

she will be required to close it within 30 days from the date of opening a 'Basic Savings Bank 

However, One can have Term/Fixed Deposit, Recurring Deposit etc., accounts in the bank where one 
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• Banks are advised not to impose restrictions like age and income criteria of the individual for 

opening BSBDA. 

• The services available free in the 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account’ will include deposit and 

withdrawal of cash; receipt / credit of money through electronic payment channels or by means of 

deposit / collection of cheques at bank branche

• There is no requirement for any initial deposit for opening a BSBDA.

• Banks should offer the ATM Debit Cards free of charge and no Annual fee should be levied on such 

Cards. 

Conditions 

• Total credits in such accounts should not exceed one 

• Maximum balance in the account should not exceed fifty thousand rupees at any time

• The total of debits by way of cash withdrawals and transfers will not exceed ten thousand rupees in a 

month 

• Foreign remittances cannot be credited to 

formalities 

• Small accounts are valid for a period of 12 months initially which may be extended by another 12 

months if the person provides proof of having applied for an Officially Valid Document.

• Small Accounts can only be opened at CBS linked branches of banks or at such branches where it is 

possible to manually monitor the 
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Banks are advised not to impose restrictions like age and income criteria of the individual for 

The services available free in the 'Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account’ will include deposit and 

withdrawal of cash; receipt / credit of money through electronic payment channels or by means of 

deposit / collection of cheques at bank branches as well as ATMs. 

There is no requirement for any initial deposit for opening a BSBDA. 

Banks should offer the ATM Debit Cards free of charge and no Annual fee should be levied on such 

Total credits in such accounts should not exceed one lakh rupees in a year. 

Maximum balance in the account should not exceed fifty thousand rupees at any time

The total of debits by way of cash withdrawals and transfers will not exceed ten thousand rupees in a 

be credited to Small Accounts without completing normal KYC 

Small accounts are valid for a period of 12 months initially which may be extended by another 12 

months if the person provides proof of having applied for an Officially Valid Document.

can only be opened at CBS linked branches of banks or at such branches where it is 

possible to manually monitor the fulfillments of the conditions. 
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Small accounts are valid for a period of 12 months initially which may be extended by another 12 

months if the person provides proof of having applied for an Officially Valid Document. 
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